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Commissioner Magwood's Comments on SECY-13-0061,
"Proposed Rule: Waste Confidence-Continued Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel"

I appreciate staff's hard work in developing the draft GElS and proposed rule. Under very tight
time constraints, they have produced a draft GElS that presents a thorough and thoughtful
analysis of the potential environmental consequences of continued storage of spent nuclear fuel
at at-reactor and away-from-reactor sites. Even absent the time constraints imposed upon the
staff, the quality of the work would be notable. Therefore, I approve publication for public
comment of the draft GElS in the FederalRegister, subject to the attached minor edits.
The analyses in the draft GElS are predicated on reasonable scenarios that were postulated
based, in part, upon the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit decision last
year vacating the agency's 2010 update to the Waste Confidence rule and also, in part, upon
the announced considerations of the Department of Energy as it responds to the
recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Commission on America's Nuclear Future. While these
inputs are appropriate to guide the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis that is at
the heart of this effort, they do not form an appropriate basis for agency policy.
As a specific example, in response to the remand from the court, staff analyzed the
environmental consequences of a failure to develop a repository, but they also-quite
correctly-provided an analysis based on the assumption that it is feasible to have a repository
available within 60 years following the licensed life for operation of a reactor. There is
considerable difference, however, between making a reasonable assumption for purposes of a
NEPA analysis and enshrining in regulation an assumption based upon events and decisions
over which the NRC has essentially no control.
Creation of a repository in a particular 60 year timeframe-while technically feasible-is
dependent upon the actions of Congress, the Executive Branch, and others outside of the
NRC's authority. My prior vote on the 2010 update to the Waste Confidence Decision
expressed a concern that "uncertainties generated by the significant political challenge of siting
a high-level waste disposal facility make it difficult for the Commission to base its considerations
on a specific schedule by which a repository would be available," and, for that reason, voted to
remove a specific timeframe from the prior Waste Confidence Decision. Those concerns
remain valid today.
Our legal requirement is to assure that we have provided appropriate generic environmental
analyses to support licensing activities that have in past years relied upon the Commission's
Waste Confidence Decision and Rule. Staff's current work product is designed to accomplish
this and, I think, presents drafts for public comment that can meet this need. While the policylevel "conclusions" contained in the draft rule and associated FederalRegister Notice, as noted
above, are appropriate to guide our NEPA analysis, I find that they are neither sufficiently
grounded as policy determinations nor necessary to fulfill the purpose of this effort. Neither the
Court nor legal necessity demands that the agency make such "conclusions." Fundamentally, I
believe the Commission's previous general policy-level determinations with respect to Waste

Confidence remain entirely relevant and continue to reflect our understanding of the U.S. highlevel waste framework. I see no cause for the agency to replow this ground.
For these reasons, I approve publication of the proposed rule and associated Federal Register
notice contingent upon the following modifications:
"

I do not approve the staff's proposed changes to 10 C.F.R. § 51.23(a)(2). Specifically, I
disapprove of the staff's inclusion of a conclusion that it is "feasible.. .to have a mined
geologic repository within 60 years following the licensed life for operation of a reactor."
Instead, I believe that it is appropriate at this time for the Commission to adopt the full
and complete NEPA analysis prepared by the staff in NUREG-2157. Attached are
proposed changes to the regulatory language and associated sections of the
Statements of Consideration and the FederalRegister notice.

*

Continuing to refer to this rule as the agency's "Waste Confidence" decision is
misleading and confusing. As clearly noted in the draft Federal Register notice: "The
purpose of this proposed rule is to improve the efficiency of the NRC's licensing
process by adopting into the NRC's regulations the generic environmental impacts of
the continued storage of spent nuclear fuel beyond the licensed life for operations of a
reactor ("continued storage"). The NRC has prepared a draft generic environmental
impact statement of the environmental impacts of continued storage, which provides a
regulatory basis for the rule." This purpose is unrelated to the policy issues associated
with "Waste Confidence."
The action of the District Court, focused appropriately on the requirements of our
generic NEPA analysis and it would serve both the agency and the public more
effectively if we now provide this rule a more accurate name. I suggest it henceforth be
entitled the "Continued Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel" rule. Staff should be instructed
to make all appropriate and related changes to the draft rule and the FederalRegister
notice.

Finally, I commend the staff both for their efforts to keep the public involved and informed during
the scoping period for the draft GElS and for their plans to further engage the public as we
move forward through the public comment period on the rule and draft GELS. However, in
reviewing the previously announced locations for upcoming public comment sessions, I note
that given the number of plants in the Midwest, the staff may wish to consider adjusting the
currently planned meeting locations or adding an additional meeting location, perhaps in
Chicago, St. Louis, or another area conducive to broad public participation. In addition, as the
staff finalizes its plans for public meetings, I urge the staff to be cognizant of the fact that,
because a separate meeting cannot feasibly be held at each reactor or ISFSI site, many
individuals will have to travel great distances to attend these public meetings. The staff,
therefore, should endeavor to choose meeting locations that are convenient to major airports,
other means of transportation, and lodging facilities.

9A/I"/'
William D. Magwood, IV
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
10 CFR Part 51
[NRC-2012-0246]
RIN: 3150-AJ20
Waste Confidene

Continued

Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to revise its
generic determination on the environmental impacts of the continued storage of spent nuclear
fuel beyond a reactor's licensed life for operation and prior to ultimate disposal. The NRC has
prepared a draft generic environmental impact statement to support this proposed rule. The
Commission proposes to conclude that the analysis generically addresses the environmental
impacts of continued storage of spent nuclear fuel beyond the licensed life for operation of a
reactor as required by Section 102(2) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as
amended (NEPA&; and support0 the doterminationg that t ic feasible to safely tG,,o,•pnt

nuclear-2 fu-el beyond the licaeosd life for operation of a reactor and to0 have a mined geologic
.po..toy With.n 60 Yeare foQIlWing the• ieansed life foroperation of a roa"tor. The proposed
rule also would clarify that the generic determination applies to a license renewal for an
independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI). In addition, the proposed rule would make
conforming amendments to the Commission's 2013 findings on the environmental effects of

renewing the operating

license of a nuclear power plant to address issues related to the storage of spent nuclear fuel
after a reactor's licensed life for operation and the offsite radiological impacts of spent nuclear
fuel and high-level waste disposal.

DATES: Submit comments on the proposed rule by [INSERT DATE 75 DAYS FROM DATE
OF PUBLICATION IN THE FEDERAL REGISTER]. Comments received after this date will be
considered if it is practical to do so, but the NRC is able to assure consideration only for
comments received on or before this date.

ADDRESSES: You may submit comments related to this proposed rule by any of the following
methods (unless this document describes a different method for submitting comments on a
specific subject):
*

Federal rulemaking Web site: Go to http://www.regulationsqov and search for

Docket ID NRC-2012-0246. Address questions about NRC dockets to Carol Gallagher;
telephone: 301-492-3668; e-mail: Carol. Gallaaher•,nrc..ov.

For technical questions, contact

the individuals listed in the FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT section of
this document.
0

E-mail comments to: Rulemaking.Comments•,nrc.gov. If you do not receive an

automatic e-mail reply confirming receipt, then contact us at 301-415-1677.
*

Fax comments to: Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission at

301-415-1101.
0

Mail comments to: Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,

DC 20555-0001, ATTN: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff.
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0

Hand deliver comments to: 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland 20852,

between 7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. (Eastern Time) Federal workdays; telephone: 301-415-1677.
For additional direction on accessing information and submitting comments, see
"Accessing Information and Submitting Comments" in the SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
section of this document.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Merri Horn, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001; telephone:
301-287-9167; e-mail: Merri.Horn5.nrc.aov; or Timothy McCartin, Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001;
telephone: 301-287-9259; e-mail: Timothy. McCartin(,nrc.qov;

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Purpose of the RegulatoryAction
The purpose of this proposed rule is to improve the efficiency of the NRC's licensing
process by adopting into the NRC's regulations an analysis of the generic environmental
impacts of the continued storage of spent nuclear fuel beyond the licensed life for operations of
a reactor ("continued storage"). The NRC has prepared a draft generic environmental impact
statement of the environmental impacts of continued storage, which provides a regulatory basis
for the rule. This proposed rule would codify the results of the analyses from the generic
environmental impact statement in Section 51.23 of Title 10 of the Code of FederalRegulations
(10 CFR), "Temporary storage of spent nuclear fuel after cessation of reactor operation-generic
determination of no significant environmental impact." The NRC's licensing proceedings for
4

nuclear reactors and ISFSIs have historically relied upon the generic determination in 10 CFR
51.23 to satisfy the agency's obligations under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
with respect to the narrow area of the environmental impacts of continued storage. If this
proposed rule is adopted as a final rule, the NEPA analyses for future reactor and spent-fuelstorage facility licensing actions would not need to consider the environmental impacts of
continued storage on a site specific basis.

Summary of the Major Rule Changes
The major proposed changes to the rule are summarized as follows:
•

The title of 10 CFR 51.23 would be revised to "Environmental impacts of storage of

spent nuclear fuel beyond the licensed life for operation of a reactor."
0

Paragraph (a) of 10 CFR 51.23 would be revised to provide the Commission's generic

determination on continued storage of spent nuclear fuel. The proposed amendments would
state that, based on the analysis in NUREG-2157, 'Waste Confidence Generic Environmental
Impact Statement" (DGEIS) the Commission has concluded that the analysis generically
supports the environmental impacts of continued storage of spent nuclear fuel beyond the
licensed life for operation of a reactor; and suppo•r. the datarmi.natio..
rafely ttOro ed nt nucler W0o
o NEaPtA.
beyend the liconsed life for opctation of

that it is fea•ib• to
and to have a

mined geologic ropositor; within 60 yearn folloQWing the licanced life for operation of a reactor aIs
required by Section 102(2) of NEPA.
0

Paragraph (b) of 10 CFR 51.23 would be revised to clarify that license renewals for an

ISFSI are included in the scope of the generic determination.
a

Conforming changes would be made to 10 CFR 51.61, 51.80(b), and 51.97(a) to clarify

that ISFSI license renewals are included in the scope of the generic determination.
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°

The "Offsite radiological impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste disposal"

issue would be reclassified as a Category 1 impact in Table B-1 of appendix B of 10 CFR part
51, "Summary of Findings on NEPA Issues for License Renewal of Nuclear Power Plants," and
the finding column entry would be revised to address continued storage.
*

The finding column entry for the "Onsite storage of spent nuclear fuel" issue" in Table B-

1 appendix B of subpart A of 10 CFR part 51 would be revised to include the period of continued
storage beyond the licensed life for operation of a reactor.
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I.

A.

Accessing Information and Submitting Comments

Accessing Information
Please refer to Docket ID NRC-2012-0246 when contacting the NRC about the

availability of information for this proposed rule. You may access information related to this
proposed rule, which the NRC possesses and is publicly-available, by any of the
following methods:
*

Federal Rulemaking Web Site: Go to http://www.regulations.qov and search for

Docket ID NRC-2012-0246.
.

NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS):

You may access publicly-available documents online in the NRC Library at
http://www.nrc..qov/readinq-rm/adams.html. To begin the search, select "ADAMS Public
Documents" and then select "Begin Web-based ADAMS Search." For problems with ADAMS,
please contact the NRC's Public Document Room (PDR) reference staff at 1-800-397-4209,
301-415-4737, or by e-mail to pdr.resourceonrc.,ov. The ADAMS accession number for each
document referenced in this notice (if that document is available in ADAMS) is provided the first
time that a document is referenced. In addition, for the convenience of the reader, the ADAMS
accession numbers are provided in a table in Section V, Availability of Documents, of
this document.

9

.

NRC's PDR: You may examine and purchase copies of public documents at the

NRC's PDR, Room O1-F21, One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville,
Maryland 20852.
B.

Submitting Comments
Please include Docket ID NRC-2012-0246 in the subject line of your comment

submission, in order to ensure that the NRC is able to make your comment submission
available to the public in this docket,
The NRC cautions you not to include identifying or contact information that you do not
want to be publicly disclosed in your comment submission. The NRC will post all comment
submissions at http://www.regulations.gov as well as enter the comment submissions into
ADAMS and the NRC does not routinely edit comment submissions to remove identifying or
contact information.
If you are requesting or aggregating comments from other persons for submission to the
NRC, then you should inform those persons not to include identifying or contact information that
they do not want to be publicly disclosed in their comment submission. Your request should
state that the NRC does not routinely edit comment submissions to remove such information
before making the comment submissions available to the public or entering the comment
into ADAMS.

II. Background

In the late 1970s, a number of environmental groups and States challenged the NRC
regarding issues related to the storage and disposal of spent nuclear fuel beyond a reactor's
licensed life for operation. In 1977, the Commission denied a petition for rulemaking (PRM),
PRM-50-18, filed by the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) that asked the NRC to
10

determine whether radioactive wastes generated in nuclear power reactors can be disposed of
without undue risk to public health and safety and to refrain from granting pending or future
requests for reactor operating licenses until the NRC made such a determination. The
Commission stated in its denial that, as a matter of policy, it "... would not continue to license
reactors if it did not have reasonable confidence that the wastes can and will in due course be
disposed of safely" (42 FR 34391, 34393; July 5, 1977, pet. for rev. dismissed sub norm., NRDC
v. NRC, 582 F.2d 166 (2d Cir. 1978)).
At about the same time, interested parties challenged license amendments that
permitted expansion of the capacity of spent fuel pools at two nuclear power plants, Vermont
Yankee and Prairie Island. In 1979, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit, in Minnesota v. NRC, 602 F.2d 41 (D.C. Cir. 1979), did not stay or vacate the license
amendments, but did remand to the Commission the question of whether an offsite storage or
disposal solution would be available for the spent nuclear fuel at the two facilities at the
expiration of their licenses-in 2007 and 2009-and, if not, whether the spent nuclear fuel could
be stored safely at those reactor sites until an offsite solution became available.
In 1979, the NRC initiated a generic rulemaking proceeding that stemmed from these
challenges and the Court's remand in Minnesota v. NRC. The purpose of the Waste
Confidence rulemaking was to generically assess whether the Commission could have
reasonable assurance that radioactive wastes produced by nuclear power plants "can be safely
disposed of, to determine when such disposal or offsite storage will be available, and to
determine whether radioactive wastes can be safely stored onsite past the expiration of existing
facility licenses until offsite disposal or storage is available" (44 FR 61372, 61373; October 25,
1979). On August 31, 1984, the Commission published the Waste Confidence Decision
(Decision) (49 FR 34658) and a final rule (49 FR 34688), codified at 10 CFR 51.23. This
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Decision provided an Environmental Assessment (EA) and Finding of No Significant Impact
(FONSI) to support the rule. In the 1984 Decision the Commission made five Findings:
1.

The Commission finds reasonable assurance that safe disposal of radioactive

waste and spent nuclear fuel in a mined geologic repository is technically feasible;
2.

The Commission finds reasonable assurance that one or more mined geologic

repositories for commercial high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel will be available
by the years 2007 - 20091 and that sufficient repository capacity will be available within 30
years beyond the expiration of any reactor operating license to dispose of existing commercial
high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel originating in such reactor and generated up
to that time;
3.

The Commission finds reasonable assurance that high-level radioactive waste

and spent nuclear fuel will be managed in a safe manner until sufficient repository capacity is
available to assure the safe disposal of all high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel;
4.

The Commission finds reasonable assurance that, if necessary, spent nuclear

fuel generated in any reactor can be stored safely and without significant environmental impacts
for at least 30 years beyond the expiration of that reactor's operating license at that reactor's
spent fuel storage basin, or at either onsite or offsite ISFSIs; and
5.

The Commission finds reasonable assurance that safe independent onsite or

offsite spent fuel storage will be made available if such storage capacity is needed.
The rule, 10 CFR 51.23, codified the analysis in the Decision and found that for at least.
30 years beyond the expiration of a reactor operating license, no significant environmental
impacts will result from the storage of spent nuclear fuel, and expressed the Commission's
reasonable assurance that a repository was likely to be available by 2007 - 2009. The rule also
Under the court remand that precipitated the initial waste confidence review, the NRC was required to consider
whether there was reasonable assurance that an offsite storage solution would be available by the years 2007-2009
and, if not, whether there was reasonable assurance that the spent fuel could be stored safely at those sites beyond
those dates. See State of Minnesota v. NRC, 602 F.2d 412, 418 (D.C. Cir. 1979).
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stated that, as a result of this generic determination, the agency did not need to assess the sitespecific impacts of continuing to store the spent nuclear fuel in either an onsite or offsite storage
facility in new reactor licensing environmental impact statements (EIS) or EAs beyond the
expiration dates of reactor licenses (10 CFR 51.23(b)). The rule also amended 10 CFR part 50,
"Domestic licensing of production and utilization facilities," to require operating nuclear power
reactor licensees to submit their plans for managing spent nuclear fuel at their site until the fuel
is transferred to the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) for disposal (see 10 CFR 50.54(bb)).
The Commission conducted its first review of the Decision and rule in 1989 - 1990. This
review resulted in the revision of the second and fourth Findings to reflect revised expectations
for the date of availability of the first repository, and to clarify that the expiration of a reactor's
licensed life for operation referred to the full 40-year initial license for operation and any
additional term of a revised or renewed license. On September 18, 1990, the Commission
published the revised Decision (55 FR 38474) and the associated final rule (55 FR 38472). The
revised Findings 2 and 4 in the 1990 revised Decision were:
Finding 2: The Commission finds reasonable assurance that at least one mined
geologic repository will be available within the first quarter of the twenty-first century, and
sufficient repository capacity will be available within 30 years beyond the licensed life for
operation (which may include the term of a revised or renewed license) of any reactor to
dispose of the commercial high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel originating in
such reactor and generated up until that time.
Finding 4: The Commission finds reasonable assurance that, if necessary, spent
nuclear fuel generated at any reactor can be stored safely and without significant environmental
impacts for at least 30 years beyond the licensed life for operation (which may include the term
of a revised or renewed license) of that reactor at its spent fuel storage basin, or at either onsite
or offsite ISFSIs.
13

The Commission also amended 10 CFR 51.23(a) to reflect the revised timing of the
availability of a geologic repository to the first quarter of the twenty-first century. The rule was
also revised to reflect that the licensed life for operation may include the term of a revised or
renewed license.
The Commission conducted its second review of the Decision and rule in 1999 and
concluded that experience and developments after 1990 had confirmed the Findings and made
a comprehensive reevaluation of the Decision and rule unnecessary (see 64 FR 68005;
December 6, 1999).
In 2008, the Commission decided to conduct its third review of the Decision and rule as
part of an effort to enhance the efficiency of upcoming combined operating license application
proceedings. The Commission determined that it would be more efficient to resolve certain
combined-license-proceeding issues generically, including those related to Waste Confidence.
This review resulted in a revision of the second and fourth Findings to reflect revised
expectations for the date of availability of the first repository and that spent nuclear fuel can be
stored safely for at least 60 years beyond the licensed life for operation.
In December 2010, the Commission published its revised Decision (75 FR 81032;
December 23, 2010) and associated final rule (75 FR 81037; December 23, 2010). The revised
Findings 2 and 4 in the 2010 Decision were:
Finding 2: The Commission finds reasonable assurance that sufficient mined geologic
repository capacity will be available to dispose of the commercial high-level radioactive waste
and spent nuclear fuel generated by any reactor when necessary.
Finding 4: The Commission finds reasonable assurance that, if necessary, spent
nuclear fuel generated in any reactor can be stored safely and without significant environmental
impacts for at least 60 years beyond the licensed life for operation (which may include the term
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of a revised or renewed license) of that reactor in a combination of storage in its spent fuel
storage basin and either onsite or offsite ISFSIs.
Section 51.23(a) of 10 CFR was amended to reflect revised Findings 2 and 4. The
changes reflected that spent nuclear fuel could be safely stored for at least 60 years beyond the
licensed life for operation of a reactor and that sufficient mined geologic repository capacity
would be available when necessary.
In response to the 2010 Decision and rule, the States of New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut, and Vermont; several public interest groups; and the Prairie Island Indian
Community filed a lawsuit in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit that
challenged the Commission's compliance with NEPA. On June 8, 2012, the Court ruled that
some aspects of the 2010 Decision did not satisfy the NRC's NEPA obligations and vacated and
remanded the Decision and rule (New York v. NRC, 681 F.3d 471 (D.C. Cir. 2012)2). The Court
concluded that the Waste Confidence rulemaking is a major federal action necessitating either
an EIS or an EA that results in a FONSI. In vacating the 2010 Decision and rule, the Court
identified three specific deficiencies in the analysis:
1. Related to the Commission's conclusion that permanent disposal will be available
when necessary," the Court held that the Commission needed to include an evaluation of the
environmental effects of failing to secure permanent disposal since there was a degree of
uncertainty regarding whether a repository would be built;
2. Related to continued storage of spent nuclear fuel, the Court concluded that the
Commission had not adequately examined the risk of spent fuel pool leaks in a forward-looking
fashion; and

2 The Court's ruling is available at:
http://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/opinions.nsf/57ACA94A8FFAD8AF85257A17OO5O2AA4/$file
1377720.pdf.
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3. Also related to the continued storage of spent nuclear fuel, the Court concluded that
the Commission had not adequately examined the consequences of potential spent fuel
pool fires.
In response to the Court's decision, on August 7, 2012, the Commission stated in
Commission Order CLI-12-16 (ADAMS Accession No. ML12220A094) that it would not issue
reactor or ISFSI licenses dependent upon the Waste Confidence Decision and rule until the
Court's remand is appropriately addressed. The Commission stated, however, that this
determination extends only to final license issuance, and that all licensing reviews and
proceedings should continue to move forward.
In the September 6, 2012, Staff Requirements Memorandum, "Staff Requirements COMSECY-12-0016 - Approach for Addressing Policy Issues Resulting from Court Decision to
Vacate Waste Confidence Decision and Rule" (ADAMS Accession No. ML12250A032), the
Commission directed the staff to develop a generic EIS to support an updated Waste
Confidence Decision and rule. In response, the NRC formed the Waste Confidence Directorate
in the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and-Safeguards (NMSS) to oversee the development of
the generic EIS and an update that would replace the previous Waste Confidence Decision and
rule. The NRC began the environmental review process by publishing a Notice of Intent to
prepare an EIS and conduct scoping (77 FR 65137; October 25, 2012). The NRC held one
public meeting with a live Webcast and one Webcast-only meeting in November 2012, and two
Webinars in December 2012 to obtain public input on the scope of the environmental review.

3

The transcripts for each of these meetings are available in ADAMS under Accession Nos.
ML12331A347, ML12331A353, ML12355A174, and ML12355A187, respectively. The scoping
period ended on January 2, 2013. Starting in January 2013, the NRC Waste Confidence

3A Webcast is an internet-based meeting that includes both audio and video feeds. AWebinar is an internet-based
meeting that does not include video.
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Directorate has held monthly public teleconferences to provide updates on the status of Waste
Confidence activities.
The "Waste Confidence Generic Environmental Impact Statement Scoping Process
Summary Report," which is available in ADAMS under Accession No. ML1 3060A1 28, provides
a summary of the determinations and conclusions reached during the NRC's environmental
scoping process. The Summary Report also contains a summary of comments received during
the public scoping period and the NRC's responses. A separate document, "Scoping
Comments on the Waste Confidence Generic Environmental Impact Statement," lists the
scoping comments, organized by comment category (ADAMS Accession No. ML1 3060A1 30).
The NRC is issuing this proposed rule and the draft NUREG-2157, "Waste Confidence Generic
Environmental Impact Statement" (DGEIS) (ADAMS Accession No. MLXXXXX) for
public comment.

III. Discussion

This discussion section has been divided into three subsections to better present
information on the proposed rule and the Waste Confidence proceeding. Section A provides
general information related to the Waste Confidence proceeding. Section B provides
information related to the proposed rule changes. Sections A and B are in a question and
answer format. Lastly, Section C "Decision" provides a discussion of the issues and
conclusions addressed in the DGEIS that had previously appeared in the Findings discussions
of prior Waste Confidence decisions.
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A. General Information
Al. What Action Is the NRC Taking?
The NRC is proposing to issue a rule to codify its generic determination on the
environmental impacts of continued storage of spent nuclear fuel at, or away from, reactor sites
beyond a reactor's licensed life for operation pending disposal at a repository. The analysis in
the DGEIS provides a regulatory basis for the proposed rule.

A2. What Is the Waste Confidence Proceeding?
Historically, the Commission's Waste Confidence proceeding represented the
Commission's generic determination and generic environmental analysis that spent nuclear fuel
can be stored safely and without significant environmental impacts for a period of time past the
licensed life for operation of a reactor. This generic environmental analysis was reflected in 10
CFR 51.23, which addresses the NRC's NEPA obligations with respect to the continued storage
of spent nuclear fuel beyond the licensed life for operation of a reactor, but before
ultimate disposal.
This proposed rule and the DGEIS represent a change in the format of the
Commission's Waste Confidence proceeding. As discussed in more detail in Question A.12,
because the Commission is preparing a DGEIS, which provides a detailed analysis of the
environmental impacts associated with continued storage, it is no longer necessary to make a
"finding of no significant impact," as that term is used in NEPA, associated with continued
storage. This proposed rule then codifies the environmental impacts reflected in the DGEIS.

A3. Why Is the NRC Doing This Now?
On June 8, 2012, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit vacated
the Commission's 2010 Waste Confidence rulemaking, and remanded the rulemaking to the
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NRC to address deficiencies related to the NRC's NEPA analysis. On September 6, 2012, the
Commission instructed NRC staff to proceed with a generic EIS to analyze the environmental
impacts of continued storage and address the issues raised in the Court's decision, and to
update the Waste Confidence rule in accordance with the analysis in the EIS. The DGEIS and
this proposed rule implement the Commission's direction.

A4. Whom Would This Action Affect?
This proposed rule would affect any nuclear power reactor applicant and licensee
undergoing issuance or renewal of an operating license for a nuclear power reactor under 10
CFR parts 50 or 54, "Requirements for renewal of operating licenses for nuclear power plants;"
issuance of a combined license for a nuclear power reactor under 10 CFR part 52, "Licenses,
certifications, and approvals for nuclear power plants;" or amendment of a license under 10
CFR parts 50 or 52. This proposed rule would also affect the issuance of an initial, amended, or
renewed license for storage of spent nuclear fuel at an ISFSI under 10 CFR part 72, "Licensing
requirements for the independent storage of spent nuclear fuel, high-level radioactive waste,
and reactor-related greater than Class C waste." The proposed rule could also affect
participants in any proceeding addressing these licensing actions.

A5. Why Is the NRC GenericallyAddressing the Environmental Impacts of ContinuedStorage?
Since 1984, the NRC has generically addressed the environmental impacts of continued
storage though a generic NEPA analysis and rule. Without a generic environmental impact
analysis, site-specific consideration of the environmental impacts of continued storage would be
necessary. The NRC's proposed reliance on a GElS and rule to address environmental impacts
of continued storage of spent nuclear fuel will enhance the NRC's efficiency in individual
licensing reviews by addressing a set of issues that are the same or largely similar at each
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power reactor or storage site and codifying them. The generic determination in 10 CFR 51.23
would satisfy the NRC's NEPA obligations with respect to the environmental impacts of
continued storage.

A6. What Types of Waste Are Addressed by Waste Confidence?
The environmental analysis in the DGEIS and in this proposed rule covers low and high
burn-up spent nuclear fuel generated in light-water nuclear power reactors. It also covers mixed
oxide (MOX) fuel 4 , since the MOX fuel would be substantially similar to existing light-water
reactor fuel and is, in fact, being considered for use in existing light-water reactors in the United
States. It also covers spent nuclear fuel from small modular reactors. Small modular light-water
reactors being developed will use fuel very similar in form and materials to the existing operating
reactors and will not, therefore, introduce new technical challenges to the disposal of spent
nuclear fuel. Waste Confidence also covers the spent nuclear fuel from one high-temperature
gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) built and commercially operated: Fort Saint Vrain. The spent
nuclear fuel from Peach Bottom Unit 1 is not covered because it is no longer regulated by the
NRC (see Section 2.1.1.3 of the DGEIS).

A7. What Activities Are Not Covered by the Waste Confidence DGEIS and ProposedRule?
Waste Confidence does not consider transportation of spent nuclear fuel during reactor
operation, disposal of spent nuclear fuel, or storage of spent nuclear fuel during the licensed life
for operation of the power reactor. Additionally, Waste Confidence does not address foreign
spent nuclear fuel, non-power reactor spent fuel (e.g., fuel from research and test reactors),
defense waste, Greater-than-Class C low-level waste, reprocessing of commercial spent
nuclear fuel, and the need for nuclear power.
4 Mixed oxide fuel (often called MOX fuel) is a type of nuclear reactor fuel that contains plutonium oxide mixed with
either natural or depleted uranium oxide in ceramic pellet form.
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The NRC is participating in pre-application reviews of the DOE's Next Generation
Nuclear Plant (NGNP). The NGNP would use nuclear fuel comprised of Tristructural-Isotopiccoated fuel particles contained in either fuel pebbles or prismatic fuel assemblies. However,
because this fuel type has not completed fuel qualification testing, continued storage of spent
nuclear fuel from the NGNP program is not within the scope of the DGEIS and this proposed
rule. Additionally, the continued storage of future HTGR spent nuclear fuels is not within the
scope of the DGEIS or this proposed rule.

A8. How Is Spent Nuclear Fuel Stored?
Spent nuclear fuel is stored in either spent fuel pools or in dry cask storage. Spent fuel
pools are designed to store and cool the spent nuclear fuel following removal from the reactor.
Spent fuel pools are massive, seismically-designed structures that are constructed from thick,
reinforced concrete walls and slabs that vary between 0.7 and 3 meters (2 and 10 feet) thick.
All spent fuel pools currently in operation are lined with stainless steel liners that vary in
thickness between 6 and 13 millimeters (0.25 and 0.5 inches); spent fuel pools have either a
leak detection system or administrative controls to monitor the spent fuel pool liner. Leak
detection systems are usually made up of several channels that can be monitored individually,
or are designed in such a way that leakage empties into drains that can be monitored. Leaked
water is directed to a sump, liquid radioactive waste treatment system, or other cleanup or
collection systems. Racks fitted in the spent fuel pools store the fuel assemblies in a controlled
configuration (i.e., so that the fuel is both sub-critical and in a coolable geometry). Spent fuel
pool systems also include redundant monitoring, cooling, and makeup-water systems. The
spent nuclear fuel assemblies are positioned in racks at the bottom of the pool, and are typically
covered by at least 6 meters (20 feet) of water. Spent fuel pools are essentially passive
systems; the only active components are water circulation pumps. The water in the pools
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provides radiation shielding, spent nuclear fuel assembly cooling, and captures radionuclides in
case of fuel rod leaks. Spent fuel pools are located at reactor sites, typically within the fuelhandling building (pressurized-water reactor (PWR)) or the reactor building (boiling-water
reactor). A typical spent fuel pool at a light water reactor holds (with full core reserve
maintained) the equivalent of about 6 core loads, or about 700 metric tons uranium (MTU).
There is one away-from-reactor spent fuel pool (General Electric-Hitachi (GEH)-Morris) licensed
under 10 CFR part 72 as an ISFSI. Information on the spent fuel pools and the quantity of
spent nuclear fuel that can be stored in spent fuel pools is available in Appendix G of the DGEIS
(see also Chapter 2 of the DGEIS).
Spent nuclear fuel is also stored in dry casks at ISFSIs licensed by the NRC under either
a general license or a specific license. Dry cask storage shields people and the environment
from radiation and keeps the spent nuclear fuel inside dry and nonreactive. Dry cask storage
allows spent fuel that has already been cooled in the spent fuel pool to be surrounded by inert
gas inside a container called a cask. The casks are typically steel cylinders that are either
welded or bolted closed. The steel cylinder provides a leak-tight confinement of the spent fuel.
Each cylinder is surrounded by additional steel, concrete, or other material to provide radiation
shielding to workers and members of the public. Dry cask storage systems are passive systems
that rely on natural air circulation for cooling and are robust massive structures that are highly
damage resistant. There are many different dry cask storage systems, but most fall into two
main categories based on how they are loaded. The first is the bare fuel, or direct-load, casks
in which spent nuclear fuel is loaded directly into a basket that is integrated into the cask. Bare
fuel casks, which tend to be all metal construction, are generally bolted closed. The second is
the canister-based system in which spent nuclear fuel is loaded into a basket inside a relatively
thin-walled cylinder called a canister. The canister is usually loaded while inside a transfer
cask, then welded and transferred vertically into either a concrete or metal storage overpack or
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horizontally into a concrete storage module. As of the end of 2012, ISFSIs were storing spent
nuclear fuel in over 1,700 loaded dry casks. Information on the types of casks used to store
spent nuclear fuel at each ISFSI is available in Appendix G of the DGEIS (see also Chapter 2 of
the DGEIS).

A9. How Can the NRC Conduct a Generic Review When Spent Nuclear Fuel Is Stored at
Specific Sites? Why Has a Site-Specific Review Not Been Conducted?
Historically, the Commission has chosen to generically address continued storage, and
this approach was validated for appropriate circumstances by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals
in the same decision that vacated and remanded the 2010 Waste Confidence Decision and
rule. Although the environmental impacts of spent nuclear fuel storage during the licensed life
for operation may be site specific, the impacts of continued storage may be assessed
generically because:
1) Continued storage will involve spent nuclear fuel storage facilities for which the
environmental impacts of operation are sufficiently understood as a result of lessons learned
and knowledge gained from operating experience.
2) Activities associated with continued storage are expected to be within this wellunderstood range of operating experience; thus, environmental impacts can be
reasonably predicted.
3) Changes in the environment around spent nuclear fuel storage facilities are
sufficiently gradual and predictable to be addressed generically.
In evaluating the environmental impacts of continued storage of spent nuclear fuel, the
NRC used existing environmental evaluations to help inform the impact determinations in the
DGEIS, such as NUREG-0586, "Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Decommissioning
of Nuclear Facilities Supplement 1 Regarding the Decommissioning of Nuclear Power Reactors
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Main Report," (ADAMS Accession No. ML023500395) and NUREG-1437, "Generic
Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants" Revision 1 (ADAMS
Accession No. ML13106A241 for main volume 1, ML13106A242 for volume 2, and
ML13106A244 for volume 3). The NRC also reviewed site-specific EISs and EAs for new and
operating reactors and ISFSIs and subsequent renewals. The NRC staff also looked to other
sources of information, such as technical reports.

A10. Would the Waste Confidence Rulemaking Authorize the Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel at
the OperatingReactorSite Near Me?
No, the Waste Confidence rule does not authorize the storage of spent nuclear fuel at
any site. The Waste Confidence rule is a generic determination regarding the potential
environmental impacts from the continued storage of spent nuclear fuel after the end of a
reactor's licensed life for operation and before the spent nuclear fuel is placed in a repository.
The rule reflects only the generic environmental analysis of this one period of spent nuclear fuel
storage: the timeframe beyond a reactor's licensed life for operation and before disposal. This
proceeding is not a substitute for licensing actions that typically include site-specific NEPA
analysis and site-specific safety analyses (see also question Al 1).
In addition, the NRC's DGEIS and proposed rule do not pre-approve any particular
waste storage or disposal site technology, nor do they require that a specific cask design be
used for storage. Individual licensees and applicants, including any applicant for a high-level
radioactive waste repository, will have to apply for and receive a license from the NRC before
storing or disposing of any spent nuclear fuel.

A 11. What Environmental Reviews Would Be PrecludedFrom a Site-Specific Licensing Action
After the Waste Confidence Rulemaking Is Complete?
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The Waste Confidence rule will satisfy the NRC's NEPA obligations with respect to
continued storage for initial, renewed, and amended licenses for reactors and ISFSIs. The
environmental analysis that would accompany the initial license or license renewal of individual
nuclear power reactors or the initial license or license renewal of an ISFSI would consider the
potential environmental impacts of storage of spent nuclear fuel during the term of the license.
What would not be considered in those proceedings-due to the generic determination in 10
CFR 51.23(a)-is the potential environmental impact of continued storage of spent nuclear fuel
beyond the licensed life for operation of the reactor. The NRC's regulations allow participants in
the NRC's licensing proceedings to obtain a waiver of a rule ifthey show special circumstances
why the rule should not apply to the specific proceeding (see 10 CFR 2.335(b)).

A 12. Why Is There Not a Separate Waste Confidence Decision Document?
Historically, the Waste Confidence Decision contained five "Findings" that addressed the
technical feasibility of a mined geologic repository, the degree of assurance that disposal would
be available by a certain time, and the degree of assurance that spent fuel and high-level waste
could be managed safely without significant environmental impacts for a certain period beyond
the expiration of plants' operating licenses. Preparation of and reliance upon a GElS is a
fundamental departure from the approach used in past Waste Confidence proceedings. The
DGEIS acknowledges the uncertainties inherent in the Commission's prediction of repository
availability and provides an environmental analysis of reasonably foreseeable timeframes. To
this end, the DGEIS considers a number of possible timeframes for repository availability,
including the impacts from never having a repository.
Section C, "Decision," provides a discussion of the issues and conclusions addressed in
the DGEIS that had previously appeared in the findings discussions of prior Waste Confidence
decisions. To support the analysis in the DGEIS and the proposed rule, the underlying
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assumptions in the DGEIS address the issues assessed in the "Five Findings" as conclusions
regarding the technical feasibility and availability of a repository, and conclusions regarding the
technical feasibility of safely storing spent fuel in an at-reactor or away-from-reactor storage
facility. The GElS will fulfill NRC's NEPA obligations for analyzing the environmental impacts of
continued storage and the related uncertainties in repository availability.

A 13. How Can the NRC Complete the Environmental Impact Statement and Rulemaking in 24
Months?
The Waste Confidence proceeding is a high priority for the Commission. Following the
remand by the Court of Appeals, the NRC formed a new organization, the Waste Confidence
Directorate in the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, to develop the generic EIS
and rule. In staffing the new Directorate, the NRC brought together a team consisting of many
of the agency's most experienced and knowledgeable NEPA and rulemaking practitioners. The
Directorate is focused on Waste Confidence. These focused NRC staff resources have enabled
the NRC to conduct the hard look required by NEPA and optimize public participation in
the process.
A14. What Is the Status of the Extended Storage Effort?
The extended storage effort focuses on technical and regulatory considerations for
continued effective regulation of spent nuclear fuel storage and subsequent transportation over
extended periods (up to 300 years). Presently, the NRC believes that the current regulatory
framework used to renew current licenses can be extended to regulate the management of
spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste for multiple renewal periods. The staff is
examining technical areas associated with multiple renewals of fixed-term, dry storage licenses
and certificates to address age-related degradation of dry cask storage systems, structures, and
components. The NRC acknowledges that current licensing practices may evolve over time in
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response to improved understanding, operational experience, and Commission policy direction.
As technical, regulatory, and policy issues are resolved, the NRC will revise guidance and staff
qualification and training accordingly. In the DGEIS, the NRC has concluded that sufficient
information exists to perform an analysis of continued storage impacts well into the future.
Nonetheless, the NRC continues to identify and resolve potential issues associated with the
storage and transportation of spent nuclear fuel storage for periods beyond an ISFSrs initial
licensing and first renewal. Completion of the current effort is planned for the end of the
decade. As with any rule, the NRC will evaluate any new information that is developed during
this project to determine whether it's necessary to update the Waste Confidence rule.

A 15. Did the NRC Factorin Information from the Spent Fuel Pool Study in the DGEIS?
The DGEIS does not specifically reference the draft "Consequence Study of a BeyondDesign-Basis Earthquake Affecting the Spent Fuel Pool for a U.S. Mark I Boiling Water Reactor"
(hereafter referred to as the Spent Fuel Pool Study or Study). If the NRC publishes a final
Study before the final GElS is published, then a reference to the Spent Fuel Pool Study will be
added to the final GELS. Although it did not specifically reference the draft Study in the DGEIS,
the staff is aware of the conclusions in the draft Study and worked closely with the authors that
developed the draft Study to prepare the relevant sections of the draft GELS. The draft Spent
Fuel Pool Study was made public for review and comment on June 4--7-XX in advance of a July
public Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards meeting on the draft Study. The draft Spent
Fuel Pool Study is available to the public under ADAMS Accession No. MLXXXXXXX. (This
information will be updated prior to publication.)
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A 16. Did the NRC Address Accidents in the DGEIS?
Yes, the DGEIS considered the risk and potential consequences of accidents and acts of
sabotage during continued storage of spent nuclear fuel. This analysis assessed the
environmental effects of man-made hazards and natural phenomena hazards, including flooding
and earthquakes. As with all NEPA analyses, the DGEIS analyzed reasonably-foreseeable
events, and did not consider worst-case impacts. Section 4.18 of the DGEIS discusses the
environmental impacts of postulated accidents, both design-basis and severe accidents, during
continued at-reactor storage and Section 5.18 discusses away-from-reactor postulated
accidents. Appendix F of the DGEIS contains a more detailed analysis of spent fuel pool fires.
Sections 4.19 and 5.19 of the DGEIS address impacts resulting from acts of terrorism.

A 17. Does the NRC Plan to Hold Public Meetings on the Waste Confidence DGEIS and
ProposedRule?
Yes, the NRC plans to hold eight regional public meetings and two nationally Webcast
meetings at NRC headquarters on the DGEIS and proposed rule. The regional meetings will be
held in or near: Charlotte, North Carolina; Denver, Colorado; Toledo, Ohio; Boston (metro
area), Massachusetts; New York City (metro area), New York; Minneapolis, Minnesota; San
Clemente, California; and San Louis Obispo, California. These meetings will be held during the
public comment period on the DGEIS and proposed rule. All meetings will be noticed on the
NRC's Public Meeting Schedule Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/publicmeetings/index.cfm. Information on the public meetings will also be made available through the
FederalRegister, press releases, blog posts, and e-mails. The NRC will also post meeting
notices to the Federal rulemaking Web site at https://www.regulations.qov, under Docket ID
NRC-2012-0246.
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A18. How Can I Stay Informed of Waste Confidence Activities?
There are several ways in which interested members of the public can stay informed and
follow the NRC's Waste Confidence activities. The NRC staff periodically sends out e-mail
announcements of new material and upcoming events. Anyone may sign up to receive e-mails
about the Waste Confidence activities by e-mailing WCOutreachDnrc.qov with a request to be
added to the e-mail list.
The NRC staff will also periodically post updates to the Waste Confidence Web site.
You can sign up for automatic e-mail alerts whenever the Waste Confidence Web site is
updated using GovDelivery. Under Subscriber Preferences you can choose the Waste
Confidence pages on which you would like to receive updates.
You can monitor the docket for the Waste Confidence rulemaking on the Federal
rulemaking Web site, http://www.regulations.qov. by searching on Docket ID NRC-2012-0246.
In addition, the Federal rulemaking Web site allows you to receive alerts when changes or
additions occur in a docket folder. To subscribe: 1) navigate to the docket folder NRC-20120246; 2) click the "E-mail Alert" link; and 3) enter your e-mail address and select how frequently
you would like to receive e-mails (daily, weekly, or monthly).

A19. How Frequently Does the NRC Plan to Revisit the Waste Confidence GElS and Rule?
The Commission has reviewed its Waste Confidence rule and supporting analysis three
times since 1984; in 1990, 1999, and 2010. The NRC does not have a schedule for revisiting
the Waste Confidence GElS and rule after this current update. The Commission will review the
Waste Confidence GElS and rule for possible revision when warranted by significant events that
would call into question the appropriateness of the rule.
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A20. What Should I Consideras I Prepareto Submit My Comments to the NRC?
Tips for preparing your comments. When submitting your comments, remember to:
i. Identify the rulemaking (RIN 3150-AJ20; NRC-2012-0246).
ii. Explain why you agree or disagree; suggest alternatives and substitute language for
your requested changes.
iii. Describe any assumptions and provide any technical information and/or data that
you used.
iv. If you estimate potential costs or burdens, explain how you arrived at your estimate in
sufficient detail to allow for it to be reproduced.
v. Provide specific examples to illustrate your concerns, and suggest alternatives.
vi. Explain your views as clearly as possible.
vii. Make sure to submit your comments by the comment period deadline identified.
viii. Section VII, Plain Writing, of this document contains a request for comments on the
use of plain language; and Section IX, Draft Environmental Impact Statement: Availability, of
this document contains a request for comments on the draft environmental impact statement.

B. Waste Confidence Rulemaking
BI. What Is the Purpose of This Waste Confidence Rulemaking?
The NRC's use of a rule to generically satisfy its NEPA obligations with respect to
continued storage will enhance efficiency in individual licensing reviews by analyzing the
environmental impacts of continued storage, which are the same or largely similar at each
nuclear power reactor or storage site, and codifying the results of that analysis. Part of the
environmental analysis for a nuclear power reactor or storage facility license includes a review
of the impacts caused by the spent nuclear fuel generated in the reactor. That analysis must
assess the impacts of the spent nuclear fuel from generation through disposal. If the
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Commission lacks reasonable assurance that a disposal solution will be available at the end of
a reactor's licensed life for operation, NEPA requires that the Commission assess the impacts of
continued storage of the spent nuclear fuel pending disposal at a repository. The proposed rule
would incorporate the results of the generic assessment of the environmental impacts of
continued spent nuclear fuel storage beyond the end of a reactor's licensed life for operation so
that it is not necessary to repeat the identical or substantially similar analysis in individual
licensing actions. Although the environmental impacts of spent nuclear fuel storage during the
licensed life for operation may be site specific, the impacts of continued storage can be
generically assessed because the impacts during the reactor's licensed life for operation have
been analyzed, are well understood, and the continued storage of spent nuclear fuel does not
involve any significant changes in how the fuel is stored. Therefore, the environmental impacts
that result from continued storage will remain essentially the same. A generic environmental
analysis, such as the one conducted in the DGEIS, would apply to the issuance of a license,
amendment, or license renewal of any power reactor or of any ISFSI. The analysis in the GElS
constitutes a regulatory basis for the proposed rule at 10 CFR 51.23, which codifies the NRC's
conclusions in the GElS on the environmental impacts of continued storage, inadi.-.•hte

Commission's exp@Gtations on the 3a'3ilability of a geolo9Gc rePooitorY.

B2. What Is Meant by the Phrase "LicensedLife for Operationof a Reactor"?
The phrase "licensed life for operation of a reactor" describes the period during which
the NRC licensing requirements for reactor facility design, construction, and operation provide
reasonable assurance that a reactor can be operated and spent fuel can be stored safely. It
refers to the term of the license to operate a reactor, which in no case exceeds a 40-year initial
license term. For those reactors for which license renewal has been granted, the DGEIS
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assumes up to two 20-year license extensions' could occur, for a total of up to 80 years. The
phrase, "beyond licensed life for operation of a reactor," refers to the period beyond the initial
term to operate a reactor or, if the license is extended, beyond the renewed license term. The
date of permanent cessation of operations does not mark the transition to "beyond licensed life
for operation." Even if a reactor is shut down years before the end of its initial or extended
operating or combined license term, "licensed life for operation" continues to refer to the initial or
renewed license term, and not the actual operational period of a reactor. Thus, continued
storage begins at the end of the licensed life for operation of a reactor. The starting point for
continued storage does not depend on whether the spent nuclear fuel is stored in a spent fuel
pool, dry casks under a general license, or dry casks under a specific license.
The following examples help illustrate the concept of beyond the licensed life for
operation of a reactor. Reactor A received a 40-year license to operate in 1965, which means
the license would have expired in 2005. Reactor A renewed its license for a 20-year term,
which means the license now will expire in 2025. Reactor A shuts down in 2025. The licensed
life for operation for Reactor A ends in 2025 and continued storage begins in 2025.
Reactor B also received its initial license to operate in 1965, which means the license
would have expired in 2005. Reactor B shut down early in 2000. The licensed life for operation
of Reactor B ended in 2005, the original expiration date of the license. Continued storage of the
spent nuclear fuel started in 2005.
Reactor C received its initial license in 1965, which means the license would have
expired in 2005. Reactor C received two 20-year renewals with expiration dates of 2025 and
2045. Reactor C shut down in 2030. The licensed life for operation of Reactor C ends in 2045.
Continued storage of the spent nuclear fuel begins in 2045 for all of the spent nuclear fuel from
Reactor C.
5 The Commission has not determined as a matter of policy that a second renewal is a possibility. The DGEIS

included two renewals as a conservative assumption in evaluating potential environmental impacts.
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In these examples, it is important to note that the environmental analysis supporting
spent nuclear fuel storage during the licensed life for operation of each reactor covered the full
period for which the license or license renewal was issued, even if operation of the reactor
ended before the license expired.

B3. What Timeframes Are Being Consideredin the DGEIS?
The NRC has analyzed three timeframes in the DGEIS that represent various scenarios
for the length of continued storage that may be needed before spent fuel is sent to a repository.
The first timeframe is the short-term timeframe, which analyzes 60 years of continued storage
after the end of a reactor's licensed life for operation. The DGEIS also analyzed two additional
timeframes: long-term and indefinite timeframes. The long-term timeframe considers the
environmental impacts of continued storage for a total of 160 years after the end of a reactor's
licensed life for operation. Finally, the DGEIS includes an analysis of an indefinite timeframe,
which assumes that a repository never becomes available.
By the end of the short-term timeframe, some spent nuclear fuel could be up to 140
years old. Short-term storage of spent nuclear fuel includes:
"

Continued storage of spent fuel in spent fuel pools (at-reactor only) and ISFSIs,

"

Routine maintenance of spent fuel pools and ISFSIs (e.g., maintenance of concrete

pads), and
*

Handling and transfer of spent fuel from spent fuel pools to ISFSls (all spent nuclear

fuel is assumed to be removed from the spent fuel pool by the end of the short-term period).
Long-term storage is continued storage of spent nuclear fuel for an additional 100 years
after the short-term period for a total of 160 years beyond the licensed life for operation of a
reactor. The DGEIS assumes that all spent fuel has been transferred from the spent fuel pool to
an ISFSI by the end of the short-term period. The DGEIS also assumes that a repository would
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become available by the end of this 160-year period. By the end of the long-term period, some
spent nuclear fuel could be up to 240 years old. Long-term storage activities include:
"

Continued storage of spent fuel in ISFSIs, including routine maintenance;

"

One time replacement of ISFSls and spent fuel canisters and casks; and

"

Construction, operation, and one replacement of a dry transfer system facility (DTS).

The third timeframe analyzed by the DGEIS is indefinite storage, which assumes that a
repository does not become available. The Commission does not believe that this scenario is
likely to occur, but its inclusion in the analysis helps the DGEIS to fully cover any likely
environmental impacts associated with continued storage. The activities during the indefinite
storage timeframe are the same as those that would occur for long-term storage; however,
without a repository these activities would occur every 100 years.

B4. What Is the Significance of the Levels of Impact in the DGEIS (SMALL, MODERATE,
LARGE)?
The NRC describes the affected environment in terms of resource areas: land use,
socioeconomics, environmental justice, air quality, climate change, geology and soils, surface
water, groundwater, terrestrial resources, aquatic ecology, special status species and habitats,
historic and cultural resources, noise, aesthetics, waste management, transportation, and public
and occupational health. The DGEIS contains analysis of the environmental impacts associated
with each resource area. Additionally, the DGEIS considers the impacts on resource areas
caused by postulated acts of terrorism and accidents. The significance of the magnitude of the
impact for most of the resource areas evaluated is expressed as SMALL, MODERATE, or
LARGE. The general definitions of significance levels are:
SMALL: The environmental effects are not detectable or are so minor that they will
neither destabilize nor noticeably alter any important attribute of the resource. For the purposes
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of assessing radiological impacts, the Commission has concluded that radiological impacts that
do not exceed permissible levels in the Commission's regulations are considered small.
MODERATE: The environmental effects are sufficient to alter noticeably, but not to
destabilize, important attributes of the resource.
LARGE: The environmental effects are clearly noticeable and are sufficient to
destabilize important attributes of the resource.
The DGEIS discussion of each resource area includes an explanation of how the
significance category was determined. For issues in which the significance determination is
based on risk (i.e., the probability of occurrence as well as the potential consequences), the
probability of occurrence as well as the potential consequences have been factored into the
determination of significance. For some resource areas the impact determination language is
specific to the authorizing regulation or statute.

B5. What Are the EnvironmentalImpacts of At-Reactor Continued Storage?
The environmental impacts of continued storage are analyzed in the DGEIS. The
DGEIS contains a detailed analysis of the impacts for short-term storage, long-term storage,
and indefinite storage. The analysis considers both at-reactor storage and away-from-reactor
storage 6 . Impacts attributable to at-reactor storage are addressed here and the impacts from
away-from-reactor storage are addressed in question B6.
For at-reactor storage, the unavoidable adverse environmental impacts for each
resource area are SMALL for all timeframes with the exception of waste management impacts,
which are SMALL to MODERATE for the indefinite storage timeframe, and historic and cultural
impacts, which are SMALL, MODERATE, or LARGE for the long-term and indefinite storage
timeframes. These elevated impact conclusions are influenced, in part, by the uncertainties
For the purposes of the DGEIS impact analysis, the GEH-Morris facility and the DOE TMI-2 ISFSI at Idaho Falls,
Idaho were considered under the at-reactor storage evaluation.
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regarding the specific circumstances of continued storage over long timeframes, including sitespecific characteristics that could affect the intensity of potential environmental impacts, and the
resulting analysis assumptions that have been made by the NRC as documented in detail in
Chapter 4 of the DGEIS. The moderate waste-management impacts are associated with the
volume of nonhazardous solid waste generated by assumed facility replacement activities for
only the indefinite timeframe. The SMALL, MODERATE, or LARGE historic and cultural
impacts are based on a combination of the additional surface-disturbing activities from DTS
construction and facility replacement activities during long-term and indefinite timeframes and a
range of site-specific characteristics that are assumed for the purpose of evaluating a
reasonable range of potential impacts. More specifically, these potential historic and cultural
impacts vary depending on whether resources are present, the extent of proposed land
disturbance, if the area has been previously surveyed to identify historic and cultural resources,
and ifthe licensee has management plans and procedures that are protective of historic and
cultural resources. For special status species, at-reactor ISFSI storage would not be likely to
adversely affect special status species and habitats, whereas spent fuel pool continued storage
impacts would be based on site-specific conditions and determined as part of an Endangered
Species Act Section 7 consultation. The NRC environmental justice impact analysis concluded
there would be no disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental
impacts on minority and low-income populations.
The following table provides a summary of the environmental impacts of continued atreactor storage. Detailed discussion for each resource area can be found in Chapter 4 of the
DGEIS. Cumulative impacts are addressed in Chapter 6 of the DGEIS. Chapter 8 of the
DGEIS provides a summary of the impacts.
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Table 1 - Environmental Impacts of At-Reactor Continued Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel
Short-term Storage

Long-term
Storage

Indefinite Storage

Land Use

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Socioeconomics

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Resource Area

Environmental
Justice

No disproportionately high and adverse impacts

Air Quality

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Climate Change

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Geology and Soils

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Surface Water
Quality
Use

SMALL
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL

Groundwater
Quality
Use

SMALL
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Terrestrial
Resources

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Impacts from the spent
fuel pool would be
determined as part of
Endangered Species
Act Section 7
consultation; ISFSI
operations are not
likely to adversely affect
special status species
and habitats

Not likely to
adversely affect

Not likely to adversely
affect

Historic and
Cultural Resources

SMALL

SMALL,
MODERATE, or
LARGE

SMALL, MODERATE,
or LARGE

Noise

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Aesthetics

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL
SMALL
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL to MODERATE
SMALL to MODERATE

Aquatic Ecology
Special Status
Species and
Habitats

Waste
Management
LLW
Mixed Waste
Nonradioactive
Waste
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Transportation
Traffic
Health impacts
Public and
Occupational
Health

SMALL
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Accidents

SMALL

Terrorism
Considerations

SMALL

B6. What Are the Environmental Impacts of Away-from-Reactor Continued Storage?
The away-from-reactor environmental impacts analyzed in the DGEIS include the
impacts from constructing the ISFSI. Although an away-from-reactor ISFSI would be subject to
a site-specific licensing review that includes an environmental impact statement that would
assess the environmental impacts due to construction, the impacts due to construction are
included in the DGEIS due to the potential for that construction to occur during the timeframes
analyzed in the DGEIS. For away-from-reactor storage, the unavoidable adverse environmental
impacts for each resource area would be SMALL except for air quality, terrestrial ecology,
aesthetics, waste management, and transportation where the impacts would be SMALL to
MODERATE. Socioeconomics impacts would range from SMALL to LARGE and historic and
cultural impacts could be SMALL, MODERATE, or LARGE. The potential MODERATE impacts
on air, terrestrial wildlife, and transportation are based on construction-related potential fugitive
dust emissions, terrestrial wildlife direct and indirect mortalities, and temporary construction
traffic impacts. The potential MODERATE impacts on aesthetics and waste management are
based on noticeable changes to the viewshed from constructing a new away-from-reactor
ISFSI, and the volume of nonhazardous solid waste generated by assumed ISFSI and DTS
replacement activities for only the indefinite timeframe. The potential LARGE impacts on
socioeconomics would be due to local economic tax revenue increases from an away-from38

reactor ISFSI. The potential LARGE impacts on historic and cultural and special status species
apply to assumed site-specific circumstances at an away-from-reactor ISFSI involving the
presence of these resources during construction activities and absence of effective protection
measures. Specifically, these potential historic and cultural impacts vary depending on whether
resources are present, the extent of proposed land disturbance, and whether the licensee has
management plans and procedures that are protective of historic and cultural resources. For
special status species, away-from-reactor ISFSI storage would not be likely to adversely affect
special status species and habitats based on the assumption an ISFSI can be sited to avoid
special status species and habitats. Impacts on special status species and habitats would be
based on site-specific conditions and determined as part of an Endangered Species Act Section
7 consultation. The NRC environmental justice impact analysis for an away-from-reactor ISFSI
concluded there would be no disproportionately high and adverse human health and
environmental impacts on minority and low-income populations.
The following table provides a summary of the environmental impacts from away-fromreactor continued storage: Detailed discussion for each resource area can be found in Chapter
5 of the DGEIS. Cumulative impacts are addressed in Chapter 6 of the DGEIS. Chapter 8 of
the DGEIS provides a summary of the impacts.

Table 2 - Environmental Impacts of Away-from Reactor Continued Storage of Spent
Nuclear Fuel
Resource Area
Land Use
Socioeconomics
Environmental
Justice
Air Quality
Climate Change

Short-term Storage

Long-term Storage

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL (adverse) to
LARGE (beneficial)

SMALL (adverse) to
LARGE (beneficial)

SMALL (adverse) to
LARGE (beneficial)

Indefinite Storage

No disproportionately high and adverse impacts
SMALL to MODERATE
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL
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SMALL
SMALL

Geology and Soils

SMALL

Surface Water
Quality
Use

SMALL
SMALL

Groundwater
Quality
Use

SMALL
SMALL

Terrestrial
Resources
Aquatic Ecology

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL to MODERATE

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Special Status
Species and
Habitats

Impacts from the construction of the ISFSI would be determined as part of
Endangered Species Act Section 7 consultation. Assuming the ISFSI can
be sited to avoid special status species and habitats, operation and
replacement of the ISFSI is not likely to adversely affect special status
species and habitats. Impacts would be determined as part of Endangered
Species Act Section 7 consultation if continued storage would affect listed
species or critical habitat.

Historic and
Cultural Resources

SMALL, MODERATE,
or LARGE

SMALL, MODERATE,
or LARGE

SMALL, MODERATE,
or LARGE

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL to MODERATE

SMALL to MODERATE

SMALL to MODERATE

SMALL
SMALL
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL
SMALL

SMALL
SMALL
SMALL to MODERATE

SMALL to MODERATE
SMALL

SMALL to MODERATE

SMALL to MODERATE

SMALL

SMALL

SMALL

Noise
Aesthetics
Waste
Management
LLW
Mixed Waste
Nonradioactive
Waste
Transportation
Traffic
Health
Public and
Occupational
Health
Accidents

SMALL

Terrorism
Considerations

SMALL
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B7. How Will the ProposedRule Address the Impacts from Continued Storage of Spent
Nuclear Fuel?
The NRC is proposing revisions to 10 CFR 51.23(a) that reflect the analysis and
conclusions of the DGEIS (NUREG-2157). Proposed 10 CFR 51.23(a) provides that4--l- the
analysis generically addresses the environmental impacts of continued storage of spent nuclear
fuel beyond the licensed life for operation of a reactor as required by Section 102(2) of NEPA-

and 2) the analysis supports the daterm~n~atmans that it OR
feasible to safely 0tor spent nuclear
fuel beyond tho licensed 1if4for operation of a rFeacor and to have a mined geeoegiGc repcsite.y

Within 60 years foglloWing tha licensed lif for operation Of a reactor.
Paragraph (b) of 10 CFR 51.23 would be revised to clarify that ISFSI renewals are
included in the scope of the generic determination. Additionally, conforming changes would be
made to 10 CFR 51.61, 51.80(a), and 51.97(a) to clarify that ISFSI license renewals are
included in the scope of waste confidence.

B8. What Is the Technical Basis for Concluding that Continued Storage Can Occur Safely?
Technical understanding and experience continues to support the technical feasibility of
safe storage of spent nuclear fuel in spent fuel pools and in dry casks, based on their physical
integrity over long periods of time (e.g., slow degradation of spent fuel during storage in spent
fuel pools and dry casks; and engineered features of storage pools and dry casks to safely
withstand accidents caused by either natural or human-made phenomena). Additionally,
regulatory oversight has been shown to enhance safety designs and operations as concerns
and information evolve over time (e.g., security and safety enhancements made after the
September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks and the March 2011 Fukushima Dai-ichi disaster; and
corrective actions to address spent fuel pool leaks) (see Section B.3 of Appendix B of the
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DGEIS and Section 111.C.3, Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel at a Storage Facility, of this
document for additional information).
If necessary, there is no technical reason that storage of spent fuel in either spent fuel
pools or dry casks cannot continue beyond 60 years after the end of the reactor's licensed life
for operation. Storage of spent fuel beyond this time would continue under an approved aging
management program to ensure that monitoring and maintenance are adequately performed.
The DGEIS assumes that, at an appropriate time, structures, systems, and components of the
ISFSIs would be replaced as part of an approved aging management program. The DGEIS
assumes that these replacement activities begin during the long-term timeframe; however,
based on current information, there is no expectation or requirement for replacement to occur at
any specific time in the future. Continued experience with storing spent fuel will guide and
inform aging management plans. At present, replacement activities (i.e., large-scale
replacement of dry cask storage systems) are expected to occur no earlier than 60 years after
the end of the reactor's licensed life for operation.

B9. If the NRC Is ConsideringExtending the Timeframe of Safe Storage, How Is That Not De
Facto On Site Disposal?
Nothing in this rulemaking or the DGEIS authorizes the continued storage of spent
nuclear fuel. Storage of spent nuclear fuel is authorized in site-specific licensing actions under
parts 50, 52, or 72. The DGEIS and this rulemaking are intended to generically resolve the
NRC's NEPA obligations with respect to the continued storage of spent nuclear fuel. Neitherthe DCG6$ nor thiis uleb

.k..g
authorze the

.et.ag.of spent n.clear h"•l.

Further, the national

policy of the United States continues to be disposal of spent nuclear fuel in a geologic
repository. The Blue Ribbon Commission on America's Nuclear Future reaffirmed the need and
feasibility of geologic disposal in its 2012 report (the "BRC Report") (ADAMS Accession No.
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ML1 20970375). In January 2013, the DOE published its "Strategy for the Management and
Disposal of Used Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste" (hereafter referred to as the
DOE Strategy Report) (ADAMS Accession No. ML1301 1A138). The DOE Strategy Report
outlines the Administration's plans to implement a program over the next 10 years that, with the
appropriate authorizations from Congress:
0

Sites, designs and licenses, constructs, and begins operation of a pilot interim

storage facility by 2021 with an initial focus on accepting spent nuclear fuel from shut-down
nuclear power reactor sites;
0

Advances toward the siting and licensing of a larger interim storage facility to be

available by 2025 that will have sufficient capacity to provide flexibility in the waste management
system and allows for acceptance of enough spent nuclear fuel to reduce expected government
liabilities; and
0

Makes demonstrable progress on the siting and characterization of repository sites to

facilitate the availability of a geologic repository by 2048.
Although the timeframe for storage of spent nuclear fuel is longer than originally
planned, the national policy embodied in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act Amendments of 1987
remains unchanged: disposal of spent nuclear fuel in a deep geologic repository. Given the
uncertainties in achieving a national consensus for the site of a repository that could affect the
time it becomes available, the NRC has analyzed different timeframes for continued storage.
Conducting this analysis enables NRC to comply with its NEPA obligations to analyze all
reasonably foreseeable impacts of its licensing actions, even if the short-term storage scenario
is more likely than long-term or indefinite storage. This analysis does not constitute an
endorsement of an extended timeframe for storage of spent nuclear fuel. Additionally, the NRC
does not create national policy for disposal of spent nuclear fuel. That responsibility lies
exclusively with Congress and the President and, as noted, is presently expressed by the
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Nuclear Waste Policy Act Amendments of 1987. Rather, the NRC must implement national
policy set by Congress and the President by evaluating, in the context of its licensing and
regulatory actions, how that policy will affect continued storage of spent fuel after the licensed
life of a reactor's operation.

BIO. Does the U.S. Departmentof Energy's Motion to Withdraw its Yucca Mountain Application
Affect NRC's Conclusion That Geologic DisposalIs Technically Feasible?
No. The Waste Confidence proceeding has historically addressed the technical
feasibility of a repository without regard to a specific site, such as Yucca Mountain. As stated by
Congress in the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments of 1987, the national program for
permanent spent nuclear fuel disposal remains premised on a deep geologic repository. The
BRC Report reaffirmed the need and feasibility for deep geologic disposal of spent nuclear fuel.
Further, deep geologic disposal is internationally recognized as the best solution. (Nuclear
Energy Agency Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, "Moving Forward
with Geological Disposal of Radioactive Waste," 2008, http://www.oecdnea.org/rwm/reports/2008/nea6433-statement.pdf.)

Other countries are also pursuing geologic

repositories for disposal of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste. The
Commission's exhaustive reviews supporting its earlier Waste Confidence decision have not
identified any challenge to the technical feasibility of deep geologic disposal, and the
Commission has therefore repeatedly affirmed its previous Waste Confidence Decision updates
that a repository is technically feasible.
The DOE Strategy Report presents the Administration's response to the BRC Report
and provides a framework for moving toward a "sustainable program to deploy an integrated
system capable of transporting, storing, and disposing of used nuclear fuel and high-level
radioactive waste." A deep geologic repository remains part of the cornerstone of that program
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(see also Appendix B of the DGEIS and Section I1l.C2., Geologic Repository- Technical
FeasibilityandAvailability, of this document).
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B 121. Why Did the NRC Chees-Assume 60 Years as the Appropriate Timeframe for a
Repository in the GElS?
As discussed in the DGEIS, the NRC has analyzed three timeframes that represent
various scenarios for the length of continued storage that will be needed before spent fuel is
sent to a repository. The first, most likely, timeframe is the short-term timeframe, which
analyzes 60 years of continued storage after the end of a reactor's licensed life for operation.
As discussed in the DGEIS, the NRC has concluded this is the most likely timeframe because
the DOE has expressed its intention to provide repository capacity by 2048, which is well before
the 60 years after licensed life for operation for all currently operating plants, and about 10 years
before the end of this timeframe for the oldest spent fuel within the scope of this analysis.
Further, international and domestic experience with deep geologic repository programs supports
a timeline of 25-35 years to provide repository capacity for the disposal of spent fuel. The
DOE's prediction of 2048 is in line with this expectation. The NRC acknowledges, however, that
the short-term timeframe, although the most likely, is not certain. Accordingly, the DGEIS also
analyzed two additional timeframes. The long-term timeframe considers the environmental
impacts of continued storage for a total of 160 years after the end of a reactor's licensed life for
45
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operation. Finally, although the NRC considers it highly unlikely, the DGEIS includes an
analysis of an indefinite timeframe, which assumes that a repository does not become available.
In picking a timeframe by which the Commission believes that a geologic repository is
likely to become available, the Commission in no way means to imply that it believes that spent
fuel will need to be stored indefinitely. The Commission supports timely disposal of spent
nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste in a geologic repository. However, spent nuclear
fuel will need to be stored for several decades at either reactor sites or away-from-reactor sites
before ultimate disposal in a geologic repository. Having considered all available information,
the Commission believes that the most likely timeframe for repository availability is 60 years
beyond a reactor's licensed life for operation (see also the discussion in Appendix B of the
DGEIS and Section II1.C.2, Geologic Repository - Technical Feasibilityand Availability of
this document).

B123. How Does this Rulemaking Relate to the Licensing of Future Away-from-Reactor ISFSIs?
Future away-from-reactor ISFSI applicants must conduct a site-specific environmental
analysis to support their licensing. An away-from-reactor ISFSI applicant or licensee cannot use
the Waste Confidence rule and GElS or the Part 72 Subpart K general license as the basis for
constructing an away-from-reactor ISFSI. If necessary, the site-specific NEPA analysis for an
away-from-reactor ISFSI could only rely on the analysis in the DGEIS and rule to a limited
extent to satisfy its NEPA obligations with respect to the storage of spent nuclear fuel after the
expiration of the away-from-reactor ISFSI license.

B134. What Changes Are Being Proposed to Address Continued Storage for License Renewal?
Table B-1, "Summary of Findings on NEPA Issues for License Renewal of Nuclear
Power Plants" addresses the environmental impacts of license renewal activities by resource
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area. Table B-1 is located in appendix B to subpart A of 10 CFR part 51, "Environmental Effect
of Renewing the Operating License of a Nuclear Power Plant." When the Commission issued
the final rule on the environmental effects of license renewal, it was not able to rely on the
Waste Confidence rule for two of the issues (78 FR XXXX: Month DD, 2013). The Commission
noted that upon issuance of the GElS and revised Waste Confidence rule, the NRC would make
any necessary conforming changes to the license renewal rule. The proposed rule would revise
two finding column entries to address continued storage. The "Offsite radiological impacts of
spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste disposal" issue would be reclassified as a Category 1
impact and the finding column entry revised to address continued storage. For the "Onsite
storage of spent nuclear fuel" issue, the finding column entry would be revised to include the
period of continued storage.

C. Decision

Historically, the Waste Confidence Decision contained five "Findings" that addressed the
technical feasibility of a mined geologic repository, the degree of assurance that disposal would
be available by a certain time, and the degree of assurance that spent fuel and high-level waste
could be managed safely without significant environmental impacts for a certain period beyond
the expiration of plants' operating licenses. Preparation of and reliance upon a GElS is a
fundamental departure from the approach used in past Waste Confidence proceedings. What
had been "Findings" in past Decisions are now conclusions based on the information that is
provided in the DGEIS on environmental impacts from continued storage and the associated
assessment of spent nuclear fuel storage and disposal practices nationally and internationally.
The DGEIS acknowledges the uncertainties inherent in the Commission's prediction of
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repository availability and provides an environmental analysis of any reasonably foreseeable
timeframes. To this end, the DGEIS considers a number of possible timeframes for repository
availability, including the impacts from never having a repository.
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Followin• cit charaIcIzMat-On, SectioAn 141 d irec.ted;DOtole rm. .. mend cites to then PresidAnt
ac .uitablefor dev:elopment as repositiories and the Pre:sident w-as to recommend one cite to the

Congress by March 31, 1987, and another ckite by March 31, 1989, for doeV1pmeAt as the first
two repccitories. StAteA and- 2ffeted Indi2A tribes were noeiR' the potui' to abiect. but if
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the reco mm eRdatoens were apprioved by Conglress, DOE was to Submit applications for a

coEn'MrutiroaulthoizatioRn t thc NRGC.The
• NR•
dieni

ar. giýen un.til JanWFry 1, 1q8- , to reach a

aR the f.rst applicat on, and until Janua.ry 1, 1992, on the segcoend. The CGmm
on
GMssicn

-Aas diercted to prohibit the emplacemnent of maire than
Aith

first, rapoSitory Until a

th. N.PA..

to. rasti.

t ste

70,000 mstric tons heavy mretal (MT-HM)

Yecndrepg..try War. inoperation.
R

c.haraeriza...tion

In 19P7, CnGRqSGna•ended

olely to a Site at YUcca M..ntain,

ýN.

..a

And

IeAminated the pFogram fo2r a seond repository. The amen'ded NWPA provided that if at any

ti-me-the DOE determ~ines Yucca Mounta n to be unsuitable for development as. a reporsitoiry, the
DOE must rapwor te Congresy

its- retcommendations for furIgther" a•cion to ensure

perm~anent dirsposal of spent nucalear fie' 2ad high level radioGactive waste,
for

the safe,

iAG1udling the need

new legislation.

Suppo.t for the feasibility of geol..ogic isposal. c

be draw...n from. eXPein

gained fro-m the revie~w of the DOA's YuccaG
Mo0unt2A inG'icensoA
application

The DOE6 ma-d-e its-

suitabiliy d-etr~mina-tion for; the Yucc Monain ite inA21002. On June 3, 2008, Ithe DOE
sIubmittd- anR
appliation for a construction authoriation to the NRC, and On Septem~ber 8,
2008, the NRC xtaff neificd the DOEr that it found the application accoptable for; dQc!'eting (73
FR 53284; September; 15, 2008) and began its- review. -Although the DOE subsequently filed a
motionmwith the NIRC Atomic safety and Licensing Board seeking PG"missOR to withdraw the

license application farF a high level nuclear; waste repository at Yucca Mountain (ADAMS
Accession Wo. 0.41006:21207), the WRC's review cofntinued un0il September 2011. The NRC's
reviewO

divd
not identify any 69i-Sue

that1 wolGhallenge the feasibility of geological disposal.

T~hir cncplusion is reflected in twoG technical review documents: NUREG 2108, "TechAnicl
Department Of EAGrgY Yucca Mountain; RepositoryEvalua-1tion Report en thO ContAnt Of the U-1.S.
WGiceneApplication

Precloosure Volume: Reporsitory Safety Before PeFMrmanentC1-losue'

(ADAMS Accessioan No. AM111425OA09), and NUREGr 2107, 'Technial Evaluation Reporteon
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the Content Of the U.S. Depa•tment of Enegy's Yu'-.C h.O.'unt"in Repository License Application

Poetcdloc-re Volume: RepositeFy Safety After PerWm.Anent CocSuro" (ADAMS Accaecion N.e
,AU 1223.A273). These dOGWMOe-nt contine'd the NRC staff' technicl re'ieo;r of the DOE',

licene appliration far Ywccc MownlaiA in the areGa Of cafey befor~e peF~RGnen Gloc~re and 2AFte
permanent cloStIure.
Additionally, the DOE3
has cited and cOnstructed, and 46operating, a deep
geologic rePository for defense related transuranic radioactivs mwastos clnar Carlsbad, Now
M.Xic..

The Wa.te

.

to .. PilO Plant
.
(WIPP),
.
4n ope.ation .ince

....

is lo.ated in
. the

ChiuWASa DAer Of coul-theastem NeN MexQico, approximately 26 m~ile6 eact of GaFRlsbaw. A.9
thi. 6ite, the DOE. ham suc..e.sfully dispoced Of t.r-Iranc ....

.......

t. frm nclear m

.eapon

h and testing operations. Th. WIPPproj..t ProVid. s addgitinl e.. dencA that a goologir.

-r-opo..orY

tehniG.al.y feat.ib..

During its 14 y.a.r of cpralion,
.
no 46W... have been

idonti•-ed that would challenge the fGasibility Of goo'4Gic "6PGa4Il
Today, the con"ensue within the scientific an-d technical comni..ty.ngaged

sspent AUclea fuel manaagemen~t
be that
•
a(f geologqi. di6po6al
.
Repret (-setion
Yuc..a Mountain

in

2ciite
t boQth a-national2and inerAtionGAlWY
level ctnuct
IIR
ac.hie;,able i-h curently aVilable technology (,see, e.g., SRC

4.3)). W'hopn Congresse amended thc N~oPA^ in 1997 to fOcns exclusively on the
ite, it did so for.budgetary rea•on..

and net
.
be.aU.

the other SAReA DOE....w.a...

considoring Were technically unacceptable. Ongoing research in the United States and other

countries supperts the concksion tihat geologic diSP061 remA~ins viable and that accoptable
sites Gan be identified. Despite decadoc of reanar~ch inolariu
1eologic

m819GFedia,--no

A9nelFMoUntablG technicalG
orGcientifl problemF has emerFged to disturb the confidenca that safe
dispos~al Of SpOR! nuclear fuel and high leVel radioactive*%afctecan be 2chievead in a mined
geolo9Gi wepocitOrY. T-here hao been cigniflcan progFO6, in the ccientific undscaianding and
technological development needed for geologic dispGcal oVer the pact two decadoc. There it;
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now a mnuch bettor understanding of the processes- that affec~t the abrlity of repositor-ie to isolate
miaste oivor long perieds (Intornotional Atomic. Energy Agency (lAEA),

"Scieti9G and Tochnical

41013"
BRaSiG for the Geologic Di6posal- Of Ra-d-ioactiveP WasteS., Technical ReportsSere No.0
2003). The abiity to characterize and quantitatively assess the capabiit•ies of geologic and
,ngineeed barrie.s has, benepmeatdly d..mon6trated (Organiation
O for c D
2nd- Deve-lopment, Nuclear rEnrSgy

Ehe
-cofnic CooperatiAo

AgencGy, "Lessons Ioamt from Ton' Pe&ormance

Assesmen
Stdies" 197).Specifir.sites have been inVestigated and extensiveeprec
has boon gainod in u~dcrgrOund engin~eering (IAEA., Radioactive- Wfaste Management Studies
and Trands, IAE.AJAIMDBST44," 2005; IAEA. "The UIse of Scientifie; and Tochnical Results from
Undergroun~d Research L-aboratory Inveestigationks for the Geologic Disposal of Radiactfive
Waste, A".- TECDOC -1243," 200!). These adva-nces 2nd others throughout the Wo..d
conltAinue to conRfrM thei soun'dneisz of the b~asic concept of deep geologic disposal (IAE=A, "Join!
Con'vention on Safety of Spent F'u-' Management anAd on SAfOty Of RadiGoacOiv Waste

Management, iNF-GIRC/56," 1997). (Note that copies of all IA•A. documents are .av
ailab'le On
the AFA Web site at http:/;-w.lA.E.erg.)
In th •UAni•d States., the to•hRnial approa• h for safe high level radina•tive .. aste
disposal
.
has

remaine..d. unc..hanged
.. for

v.ral decades, ý.9., a deep g

Gi. repository

containing natural barriers to hold canislers of high level radioacaGtive waste wmith additionil

engieered barriers to furFthef retard radionunlide r'eleAs.
¢Whnical

Although somes elem~en~t Of WhS,

still famaiblo
approach have changed in response to new..knowledge, safe disposal iss

Ait curret

technology.
The
.

RC Report reeommended "prom.pt effo.ts to develop one or more geologic

disposal faGJities" (p vmii)The BRC Report did not identi' any obstacles to the technical
feasibility of siting, constructing, and operating•

reposito.y. !n the DOE_ Strategy Reprt, the

DOE; resoonded to the BRO Reoort by orocontino 2 frameork for
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"moving tomoard 2ar
sutainable

piGr,
•

t. d.Pl.Y an intograt.d

system

.apable of transpot.ng.,

.to.i.g, and disp.sing of used

nlAr fuel and high IOVOl radioactiVO waste from civlian nuc'lear poWSr geneation .7 The
ne... DO_ strwategy includes a nu...ar w...t.. managem..nt 6YSt.m conSiSting of a pilOt iWeim
StoragO f.dli.

, a 'arg..

stated QIOboctr

ft.ll Scle interim

facility,
.tor.g and a g.ologiG rapocit.Y. Th. D.E'S

areQ cOnc-ir-tent wihthe continuing United StatoS pGoliY Under thei AllcGWI

Waste Policy Act tMat it is a federal reSPone~b"Ity to site, conStruct, and operate agoologic
rapositorY as thO appropriate rIGg term GOluti
....
high
.

el adia

for dspoei~oAn Of 6Spet nuG'SaF fuel And

e waste.
...
FurthOr, no new

. ha

.io
e

ged that would caus. !he

Commisaion to reo.A&Af
its conclusions froam prev aus IW-arst Canfidenca rulomakings that deep
geologicG disposal is. technically feasible. TPhe Gemmissio the-Ftrefr Genckudes that deep
geologic disposal coANtuoS to b9 technically feaeibb.
GiVGn that 9GeoIgi FOPciOrieAS continue' to be technically f,~asible, the question
thanR becoec~e how long iitlikely io take to successfully 6*te, liceSe6, construct, and open a
rePoY..nnw I.the

ti .i

.u..,

.OMm...ie

has,
. among other things, hi:orically

drawn upon internationa! emperiencs te inform its conclusion of how long it will likely take to
SUc

.SSfully
rite, .......

, ........

, and OPn a. . r- .OPOStO.Of the 24 countries (olher than the

UnWitd S12t06) considering diSPosal Of SPent Or reprocessed AUc'oaF fuel in deep geologic
rep06Ositrio, 10 have established tWrge dtas for the availability of a repository. Mort of the 14
countrieS that have not established target dates rely ORi
GnrIaluod
Rnskde

Gintrm 6torage, which May

protractedI period Of onsite Storage befor~e Shipment tO a centralixed facrkiy-.
IA 1907, the United Kingdom (UK) reJected an application for the construction Of

a AD&5
c-haracteriaation facility at Sellaflold, leaving the country without a path forward for long
term manago~ementordisposalof either intermeadi~t-a~atelev waste or pent nuclearf(uel. In 1998,
;The fthr
nines4mwlhtaget dates that plan dirc
F"po"WOSf GpSnt 11181
MFO:
Caech Republic (2050), FUinand
(3020), and Sv~dmn(2025( The svno~te ihtEgtdtefe
poeedWn 'dadhg
---- --doeI~
sie. vale on Blgism (2025), Chins (2050), LFrene (Q202).GerFnan~ (2025), japan (20306),
Oletheilando (210"), mndSvAzertand (20412)

~lo
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an

'.b..the

UK House of L.r.d.

n.r.ed

geologic disposal, but

epified that public

accaptance was roguired. As a result, the UK G-overment embarced a repaeitow plan based
on the pFrincpler of Voun~tarem nd parin~erhip betwmeen cammunitiec and implemonters. ThiA
led to the initiation Of 2 natira'l publicG GcOnutation, and mpajon ctructural Feorg anixat.

within

the UK program. The UK Nuclear Dsnommisrsioinqn Authority envsiaeis availbility of a
geologic disposal facility forF intarmediate leVel 0.a2te in 2040 and aqgOlogicfacility for spent
nucdleartftsl and high level radioative wa.-.te in 2075; hoWeVor,

there hafve0 beer

chae•e• in

sacietal acceptance in the UK for the siting of a geological disepoal facility. In2007, the
Scottich Gcvornme nt offic-iially rejectod any further -onsultation with the UK Government on
deep geologic dieposal of high level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. This action by
rtkeaholder
the Sco~ish GoveFrnment effectively ended more than 7 years of consultations wiA~oth
near Snottish nucrlear ins-tallations. in201 3, the GCumFbr*;a County Council voted to mwithdraw from
the UK process to finRd a- host community for an underground adioactVeowaste disposal farility

and Onding the Site selection procecS inwest CUm~bria.
in Germany, a large salt dome at GorlebSn had been under study since 1977 ar.
a potential GpGnt nuclear fuel repository. Aafte dec~aae of intense discu~ssions and protetest, theutiitsAnd- the goveFrnment reached an agreement in 2000 to Suspend exploration of GOrleben

for at least 3,and at mneet 10 years. In 2003, the Fedoral Minietry ýfo the EnVironmen~t

68t up an,

antordisip'inary expert group to identiy, with public participation, criteria forF selecting Row

spen~t nuclear fuel ropositoy. In March 2013, Germany announced plans to form a 24 Memnber
c .misio

to develop siting criteria. The Commission mwill
hold public meetings through 2015

on the issu e of a permanent repository forF high levelI nucle-ar wMaSte.
Initi1al efforts in rFrance, during the 4980s, also failed to ideptify poIAtenti
repository rstos, ucing solely tec-hnical criteria. Failurwe of those attempts led to the passage of
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nucearwase
lgi~atin!hat Preecribed a period o 15 Year of recearcW Reporeongnei

disposal optienc inclay and granitek media2
in 200• . In 2006,
•
co•ncluiUOn

AerNO
prepared

Um the pu•-ic debate on

and rOviowod by the safety authoritiop
sicpocal options, held in 20065, were

publisehd. Later that ycar, the French Parliament passed new loeis1afion designating a rengle-

site for deep geologic dlcpocal of AIntemodiate and high leyel radicactiv Aýw.aste. Th r facdlity, to
be- located-in the

RUrM region Of

northoactern France, is echeduled to open in2025, about 34

Year a#fte p2ceage Of the original Nucle2FAgriI
Wactep
Lawf 1901.
in

Switzerand,

after detile cit~e
i

tigatiens in sevoral loainthe SwiSc

N~atoal Cooperativ for Radio~activeF IWAaste Diepal propoccd, in 1Q93, a deep geologic
repoctry g lkow And intermdiate evwel waste at Wollenberg. Docpite a 10098 finding by Swiss
2AGtOritie that tSchniCal1 feacibilty Of thO dicPOeal concept Wan 6UcceS~fully demon~trated, a
pUb'iG cantonal referendum rejectod the proqpoed repocitory in 2002. EMen 2afte Mod-, than 25
yeaFs of high quality field and laboratory

Swioc authorities do not expeGt that a deep

FresaFch,

geologis repository will be available besfore -2010in 1008, an independent panel reported to the GovernmentS Of Canada and
QntariaoR
anft rwAvem of.A~tomiG Energy of Ga~iada 1ltd's concopt of geoloqgi dipspoal (Canadian
Nu~Ar,,l2 Fuel Waste Di~pecal Concept EnironFGmental.Aestesment Panel, Roedo of the Alcotaer
rwoot 14arto Managemenot and gisoca! C~onpt gavimnrn~tal1098)4 (No!@ that raports rekated to the Canadian

ns !, F~ebruary
Awa~in

programn are availablisv~wncn~cc.

The panel foun-d- that (RoM a-technical pO~pectWv, safe

of the concOPI had been adequately

demonotrated, bui fromn a social perapoctive, it had not. The panel canctuded that broad pub'ic
SUPPOrt is necaccary in Ganada to spcri-r the 2GcaptabiiW of a cancept for m~anaging nuclear
fuel witate,. The panel also found that technicalcafety is a key paft, bttonlY one part, of
acceptability. ToA
be considered acceptable in Canada, the panel faund that a conAGpt far
m~anaqing AUGI82F fe

atcmuct: 1) have bread public support; 2) be safe from both
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techn*cal and sooial perspocti~:e 3) have been developed wihINR a counAd

ath cal and social

aossesment framework; 4) have the suppo~t of Aberiginal people; 5) be Selected after
.....

with the ri.k.,

and benA.t. of other options; and 6) be adVanced

.o.t.,

by a 6table

and truotvomwhy proponent and overneen by a tFUGOSOothy regulator. Resulting logiaobtiOn
Fmandated a nationwiAda concl;Rtation proces6 and Wid8epread organizational reform.
in 2007E, the Gover~nment of Canada Ran_,noucd ft scelealion of the Adaptive
Phased Management approa-ch and direated the Nuclear W..aste Management Organization
(N..MO) to take a!t leat 2 yearn to G-cv-lop a "ncotaboa•tive community driVen site Ge!-t.n
procec.."
.. The N.

Abo•qi•nal",

O wll u..

thi

pr...S.

to Opn c.

.

With
.ultation..
citizenS, .ommun.tier.,

and ether interested pa.tieo to find a- suitable site in a williq host community. For

financial planning and cOBt estimation purposes only, the MNGM

2a-ssumes the availability of a-

.ew
of ..
deep geological rvpository in 2035. 27 yea.. af•er initiating development

lecion•I

sile

critenja, 30 years after em~barking on a national public consultation, and 37 yearn after

Fejqe~in

of the original geologic diSPosal concept (MUMO, Annua! Report 2007; Moving Ferw~<rd
Together-, March 20O8). NV\
.elet!G-in
M
developed a BAS

prococ6

With public input and

launchel;d the procGs6 in 2010. At the end of 2012, 21 communites had eypressed interest in
lea..ng mo.re about the proje-t (NWMG, An• a4!Rep.t.2012. 1.9aming Ao0% Together-, March

Repository development programr. in Finland and_ SweAdenm are kFuthf along than
in othercounes, but have taken time to. build upportfrom.• p•ottial ho, t comunitie

In

Finland, prel iminary 64to investigations started in 1986, and detailed- characterizations of four
locations
.were

p..

rm. d bef.... e

1993
.
and. 2000. in 2001. the Finni.h Paliament ratified the

Government's decirsion to poroeed with a repository project at a chosen aite only Aaftr the 1999
approVal by the mun~icipal council ofM
thehot cOmAMUnit.

In Decem~ber2012, POSiva

(the

nuclear w~aste management company in F~inland) submitted a consruction*G license application
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for 2, final ropositery

thal will hold spon! nurcloar fol-SO
fromAC'
Filnd

UGic

reacloF.

Finbnd

expects !his facdlity to begin receipt of rpent nuclear fuel for disposal in 2020, 34 years aGFte
the
Start Of preliminRary Site in':ecitigan.
Betweean 199Q3 and 2000, SwedenA conduwctle-d feasibility studies in eight
m~unircpalitiee. One site wa, found technically unsuitable, and Uwo sitos, were eliminated by
municipal rof4Sronda2. Throe of the rem~ainingbQ siowereselected
SAMfor dtailed site
inAVestigations. Municipalitie aoiacent t0 IWc of these 6ites agreed to be potential hoeta and
one-rFu41SedC.
Since 2007, detailed site investigations Were conduc-Ited sat boQth OC-ethammrFO 3nd
0-ska-rahamn, both Of Which already host nuGlear power stations. On June 3, 2009, the gwedish
Nuclear Fu0l and Waste Manegement Ccmpany, SKS, selected the Fcrsmark SitG located in
the OesAth2Ammer mAunicipality (Fothe SWedish SPent nUGlear fuel repositOr'. The SK2 re bmite
a WiOnge application inspring 2911. A OGOernMGnt dOcision

is

oxpocted in 20156 If Swedish

21uthoritiosg aut1horize cOAeRMctiOO, the repositOrY could be aVailable for diSposal around 2025,
about 30

Years after feaibil;ity

6

began.
"udiec

Based on international eXperience, 25 35 years is a reasonAble esNAtiat forF the
amou-nt of time noeesary to site, liconso, and open a9geolgic rep06osioy. The time DOEr-,M!
nead to d..l.p

a reps o.y ite
.. Mil depend upon
.

vari.y of f.....,

.
any reqUired enabling legislati.. and budgeted fUnding.
an the time it takes to implement geologic disposta.l

inludi'ng the P..

age of

roader in.t.itutonAl irsu. s also b.. .

ntrn.tionA.
.Ad

d.Mesici eXp.erienc

haVe

made it clear thal technical eXPerience and con~fidence in geclogic disposal, On their own, are

not sufficient to bring about the broad social and political acceptance needead to construct

The DOE isi currently the

agency responsible f~or carrying

out the national policy

to rite and-build a repoSitorY. The DOEm Strategy Repaot states th-at it ig theA.dm~inistationsr
goal to have a respository sited by 2026, licensing to be complete by 2042, and
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thS repository

cOnetructed and open for operationc by: 2014.

The total of 35 yearc ic,concistent Mwith

international efforte; And octliMate, of between 25 and 35 yearc to cite, 'iccnco, cOncStrUct, and
open a Fspo~rtory.
Before DOm can tart2the development of a new cite, Cogryeoca will need to
provide additon~al direction, beyond the current NWPA. for the long term management and

disposal of pont nuclear fuel and high le':el radQ;Ioati;O0e

Iwacte. Whatover approach CGongr'c

mandates, international 3nd domerstiG experience sinc- IN0 suggests that greatArF attentionA

Reods to be pa rd to developing sooietal and political acceptance

An
concort1 hw.ith PRRenti;al

technical,

safety, and rcecurit a66urance. W--hile-there

gatimateg

of the minimum timne needed to aGGcomplich these objecti~.ec, examination of the

interAtional

SXBAmplec

Cammici ion beliov'FopocitorY

cited previously would suppeot a Fangs of betweenA 25 and 35 yeac. The
that ro"cita! and politc!al acceptance must occur before 2

program. can be

r. made, whethOr

f49r

is Ano
technical bWacfor making prccice

and that t... is un.ike.y to occur until a
mpleted,
..

technical, environmental, polkitial, legal,

AIncludoc6 2

odoral deci.i.n

Or cOcietal reacOne, that Will

the licencing and cOnetrectien of a ropocsitory to proceed. Thc~ ORC
a 6iting prOCecc that ik cencent baceid. In recponce

rrcessfu-1

Ropgt recommRFended

allow
using

to the ORG report, the DoEm Strategy Repor

Strategy that includoc the establishment of a consent based siting

prOceci.

AA dincc-ucd in thic secton, geG'lgic disposal centinues to be the f.vor.d
Moreover, geologic disposal has. mov.d

.afi.nally.
and O.
dispocition path both nationally

signifigantly beyond a thooratical concept ar. demonetratedl by: 1)rsubRiccion of 2 licence
application for a potential rePGeSRGY
ASMAWIe
of that

appliation;

at Yucca Mountain anAd

2) ubiCAo

the NRC conducting a technical

on ecember 28, 201 2, of a conetruction licence

application by Posia foria final repositoy that will hold spent nucle-ar fuel from

Finland's nuclear

reactom;i an~d 3) rubmicgion nR
spring 201 1, of an application by SK19 for peFMiccion to build A
renPoctor:0 for

Awent nUclear A101

in Sweoden. A~dd tionaliv. a deenc oeoloic: reonacitor for
59

dae.r"c

w
,oactec in CiiGarlsbad, New MeAwco (WIPP) began disposal

rl•a'td tran.-uraRic radiogctit

operatione%6nMarc4h, 1099. Bac9d- oA 2ll the nfmtioni thic SActio and App@ndix

6 of the

OGSIS, the Commutslsio concaldes that a geologic repocitorFY 6 technically fear.ble.In pi,-Lng a

t.mefFa.. by WhNch the Commirsion ha-. confide-n _cothat a geOlogic

•r-p0itorY can be available, t.he ..

i.io.....n. not. cncludin that it

.uppo...
atoage of -ent

nuclearF flel for an indefinitey long1
period. The CommF~igeIRionOA
upOrt
n-cW:A; fel and high level radioadiv.
•cti

Nuei v411 need-to

st inta 96010gic ro

imely disPocal Gf epGnt

-Poc'toy.
.OWGV.. , 6PO. t nucear

ha atcred for s'oral dcal-d-des 21 .ither re2ctor ct

or
Ot 2w11ay frm r.a.tor

64ts bGy..d the licens.ed life for elfrationt before
.
.,timte disposal'n a ge!-'gic re•positoY.

Haying censideord- all1
the W-4i21131 inFoMAticn, the CoMm~iccion belie6:e that a r.02asonblo
tiMf-rae--!

f.r repoS.to. Ia..ilability
Y
i6 within 60 Y.a..

b.Yc.d the licAnced liot for epeation of a

rea.tor. Bared on int.mational experience, thir t...f.ameo r.hould prOVide adequate time for the

UnitOd

StzOS

to0 c4e, licOnc, consrucyt, and opon a @gelgicg

predictedre.a.onable p..

repocitor' and is longer than the

. y.
.dof 25 to 35 year. to 6ite and dev.elop a repo.....

be the first oeactOr to reach 60 years beyond

"cOns.ed

r

.den
1 w.ill

life for ope.ration. in 2059, -whichMeans

that a reposito.Y would be needed by 2059
. tW upp. t t.he ar.umption in the Ge.. that suffi.en.t

reostoY cpapacity beomnes available by 60 years a#Fte
the end of a reactor's licensed life for;
operationP The 2059 date ir Several Years beyond the DOE&'6 ectimate

of

2049 to sitle, licanso,

cOnstrFuct, and open a repository. FLor new reactor, 60 yearFs beyond the licensed life of the
reactorF wOulid mean !hat reportory capacity would be a4ailabl0 in 120 19 1140 years Therefore,
thek Commi;ccrion conaludam that it

raonable to assume that a mined geologic FOPOSiIor; can
is

be av~ailablea WithýR 60 yearr beyond t1he licenrod lIfe for operating and pla~nnd now reacorS.
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period, the stoage Of SPent nucleArF fuel 2at
a storage facility iSfocu-ead an Lafe s.pent nuclear
fuol management. Safe spent nuclear: fuel mraniagement invelvei; a regulatory framework and
the tcc-hnical feasibility Of Safe Storage. The regulatorY frameDWok applicable to both wet (Spent
fuel pool) and dry rtorage of spentl nudear: fuel qm
dlai-cucd 61n
Sectio CGa,a

spent fuel pools is discurssed- in SectOnA
cask.... t

e

G3bi

R99MWaOF~'

Technicial Feasib~ity 66fWet Stoaye, and indrydoc
Storage, of thi..

S .........
n

ent (see also

SZection R.3 of.Appendix 3 of the DGEIS).
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C3.a. Regulatory FraFmeowo•k
A

rgulat.ory f•r.am.
Ftrong

.k that 4nA9'.'_ regulato.y Over•ight, continuous

imprOVeMent b~nAsd- on rese8arch and operating experiencae and licensee complianle- Mith
regulatory requirements iS imICportant to the continueld safe starage of spent nuclear fueal -ntil
rOP0oitGrY capacity ir. available. The requlatwy, frameOWork was preViously addaressed in
Findinigs 3 and 5. Findingi 3 analyzed whether high level

Fadioative-

w~arte

and- SPent
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nuclear

fuel would be safely mai-naged URN'frepository cpacY is ava. able. Findi.ng 5 dealtvi•th whether

safe storag capacity would be made 2%.0242hIG if necessary. The key quesation of theneFindings is whetherll a rcgulator~y framework exists to enSUre the conGtinue'Ad

6afe m:ana@gFemen Of

spent n;uclear fuel and whether licenseos. will d-ao hat is-necsasary to safely store their Spent
nu...ar fol u'ni repo.itory c-apacity for their spent nuclear fel

iS;a..a..a.

.

After the end of a reactQos licensed lie for GOrAMU:on, the se.nt nuclear ful is; tared inM

e eitl:rspent fuel pools or in dry cas.K sGoage. At reaiator storage at spent nudeap fuel in rapent

fuel ocoala ir cza':ercd bý. a lPizaense's 10Q
CF-R aar~ta 50 or 52 license. Monitozring of the structural2
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^ntegriy of the spent fuel pool iWa-drasted through aging managemen.t proram. .n particlar,

the aging management program. focuRcc o_
intgrY Of.......
th. i

•
neutrn borbing

10h0 poeek. water: chemistry as Atreates to the

t........
.ol
lnr, r.pent Wei

ora.ge ra.ks, and spent. We!

torage racks

SheOt,- Currently only one away froem reaclo IS-•S sthet

ful in 2 ROAnS fueal nalol tha GEH Momsi facilit'!. The
u

u
SPnt.'

,lea

.'r MESU
assme that noD
noW 24M24 frm

roector 6pent tuei pool swoage wclitvee are constructed,
SP@nt nucler fuel ca-2n also

be stored in dry caslks !n 2t re2atGr ISFS " li.ened

by the

NRC under either a SPOGcOAG
liense OF a qeneral licence or in an amway frmmrea.tor. IS.S.
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reOisW Of the safet,

Gn'.iFRMOnmtal,

and physical SOcUriy aspects of thfi PrOPosed ISFSI and

an

an301
lUrnUIU•:
n•.

thefinncil
apecs o th lionsc.If the NRC concludan that the 16F61 Gan Operate Gafely

and prepares e-ithr

2An&A,and

contains.reQUirements

FONSI Or

Gn topics

RIS, thenA a licence can1 be c-e

61uch an le-ak 1ectVA9 and monitor~ing and Specifico the quantity

and "yp Of mAterial the licensee isautheirized to tore- 2_1the site.
licence temA for 2an

This licence

SFLS1 are to exceed 40 yemr

4fro

Pheit-her the initial nor Orenewa

the date of issuance. Part 72 of 10 CFRF

2l6o COAn2AiS the regulatoy framework for.liensing a monitored retnieviable storage

facility

should thet need aF"s.

A general liense under subpail K of 10 CFLR pall 72,

'GOnrOal

LiceGice

(Fo

Storgeb of Spent Fuel at1 PoWer Reactor Site," 2authMorZes- stor1A-ge Of spent1 fUel in casks
previously approved by the NRC at a rite-alrady

4coosed tc pocSS6 fUe1 to operate

a nuclear

power reMOr. 'Jnder 10 CFR 72.210, 'General license issuded-," a genrOal license for the
USPA.
Pn
F~w"Sore
iet
(PFS) faciiityweis Nwpssd. hOMYO. Mi rSul
FofI
legie cte14018S notrit
NR icntn
rceeding, the proPosed PFLSISRSIM
NA no66
been"nstdcd CIn0ez*A*Sr 2,202
qe MWrite
lo the NRC to termingte As, liense (AD'AMS Acoesion Ne.M 11I5E062).
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storage of spont nuc'ear fuel in an ISF51 at power readerF sites is irswed to those perSOnc
authorized to possess or operate nuclear poWer reactors under 10 CFR parts 50 or 52. The
general license islrimted to spent nu-lear f-el that the gener'l licencee is authorized to possee
.t.the sit.... ndr.the 10 C-R parts. 5Q or 592
licese.for.tho sie The general licens. r

limited to storage of spent nucear fuel mncasks approved and fabricated under the provirsions of

subpart L of 10 CFR part

:72, "Approval of Spent Fuel Storage Casks;' the approved cask

deiiigns are listed in 10CFrR :72.214, Lis*t of appr~oved spent fuel storage casks." The NRC has
approved 31 dlesigns. The NRC condugts 2 techniralI r.emie Of each cask design before
approvingq the design an~d listin;g it in 10 CFR 72.211. After the NIRC staff documents its rev&ow
Of

the propo.sed cask design imn
a safety evaluatio

report, the NRC cond-u•ts aulemaking,
a.

w..hich includes a cask specific-evrM06onFmental r~eview, to add the design to the list of approved
cask dersigns. Licensees thazt useQ c2aks with the approved des gns must

follgow the terms of

th

demonFstrate tha-t it is safe to sOre spent fuel in dry casks at their sit0, incIUluing analySis Of

earthquake intensity and torad-o misviles.

WUcensces

Falsrview

their prog~aram

(such as

security and emergencry planning) and make any changes to these programsG needed to
accommodate an IS-FSI at their site

Parts 50, 52, and :72- of 10 CF-R all have provisions forP license renewal. The
current r.gulatory framework for stGoage of spent nuclear we•lallo"s for multiple license
renew~als. subject to aging management analysis and planning. An applicant for storage liGeSAe
FREeV'al

must prOVide appropriate technical bases for ident~ifyk and addressing aging related

effects, and develop sp•cGific aing management plans to justify esended operations of ISFRIs
under the renewed lieonse term. The regulatory fr•amework for storage is supported by well

developed regulatory guidane; volun.tary domestic.
...
and
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t...Ratena..

consens..

tandards

rocoar- n an.. analyt...l S.we. ;. an

proc....n,

programe., and-enACfo--rOArnt OVercight.
.. th

ePc. tW decom...iQ.io.ng
. r...

re.ui.ed unde. 10

CFR 7-230(b),
. all SFS..

li"GAeelL MUS1 PrO'VIde a dSGoMM*6iu~icng fUnding plan to deMonetrate6 rearonAgble arcu;ranc
that

will be A.....l..e
"N-dto dkc.mm..ici

th ISFS-. -Further, the NR'. r F-guation: ruogine

that eVer; nuclear power realctor: operating 4icAncA

issued un'der 10 CFR pairl 50 and ever,'

combined licanso jisued un'der 10 CFR part 62 Murt cont2Ai a condition reqWuirin eGa

licancoc

to fubmit Writte notification to the CoMMiccion of the liCAAnceec Plan foFFr
managing irdae

fuel1 aterF renctarcshutdOwn~. The Gubmqitta, roquirad by 10 CFR 60.54(bb), mAU6t

inck-'do

informatiQon n how the licungue intends to ProVide fUnding for the Managemont of Asc
rcpen! nuclear fuel.
'n

accordancia wit.h the licAnce termination reqIuiroente for pow-r reacto~rei

10 GFR 50-92(a)(3) and 52.110(c), decommP~ricc

;ionnis to be coMpleted

Fomiatted: Normal, Indent: First line: 0.5"

within 60 yearc Of

permanent G6eecation Of GOpeatiOne. Com~piotion of decommniecioning beyond 60 yearc will be
app roved by the NRC only when neeacar to protlect pub~lc health and safo"

Faorcm that wdl~

-beconcidared by thO CommF1iccion ic~ude un~i~ailability of waste dilcposal capac~ity anid other

sito sepaific factcr, inc~luding thO Prc~enca Of Qtherf nuclear facilitiOR at the Aite. Q10AR thia
regulatory framework, it may be reaGonably
ASeGOSt

2ae"umed thalt each nuclear

SpGnt fuel POol, wHi be decoMmAaiecioed

power plant, includingi

within 60 Yearc Of permanent cecciation of

OPOratione. Thir ir thea 12260 for acum~ing in the- DGEIS thmat all of thel 6pent nuclear f0uelfrm
the 6pent fuel pool ir. FeMO~d from the9 POWl by the9 end Of the9 rhort terFm timeiframe (609
RecOn 12-12.1.1 ofathle D-GEI6S for mRre information On dccommFiccioning dUrin the ShIPrt

As part of itseoveresight, the NRC- czan irkswe orde-ro and new or amenidedl;
regulatIon to addreec emerFging icuos thatcould affect the ctorageof epent nr-cloarfuel. FLor
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example, folloWing the terrorisRt attacks Of Se ptem~ber 11, 2001, the NRC undertook an extensive
reeXam NAtGo Of Gpent nUclear fuel safety and recunity issues. in 2002, the NRC issued ardors
to ice~naaa that required poAwera
reactor in decoFmmissGionin,
ISF.... to enhance
.
e.urity and. improve thei capabitie.s, to

wet ISFSIS,

and dry Storage

OSpond to, and m..itate th

.

consequeoncos of, a terrorit attackc Thore orders FRguircd additional socG.irty mpearsUres,
vincluding inGFcrSed patrolS, lugm~ented GOcUnty forceS and capabilitie6, and more resrtrictive site
2a99669 controlS to reduceo the likeolihcod of a success-ful terrorist attack. In 200:7, the NIRC
issEA'd Afinal rule reVising the DeSign Basic Threat, which alSG increacad the secunty
requirements for power resactors and their spent fuel pools (72 FR 12705i March 19, 2007).
Mqore roeetly inMarch 2009, the NRC issued a final rule to improVe secunty measureR at
nuclear power reactors, including spent fuel pools (74 FR 13926; March 27, 2009). Th~e NRC
also plans to codify enhanced rsacury measures at ISF~s Ien a future rulemaking (74 FR 665899;
-December16, 2009).
Seactin 1. 19 Of the DGEIS describeS the enVironmental impacts of potential act
of sabotage Or terror m involving
...
the continued storage Of SPA.t nU.lear fe1. The.s..ein

acknowledges; that as the immediate hazard posed by the high rad-iation levels1 of spent nuclear
fuel diminishes oNer lbme so does the data-Fe nt to handling by unauthoried persons. The BRR
report noted that "oVer lOng tim.e period..
the. leVe. Of radiation.that..

de

(Perhaps a centu.Y Or m.ore, depending on bu-nup and

ed to provide adq.Uate Self protection), the fue..l

o.uld beoe

mor~e sursceptible to possible theft or diVOrsion- (althgugh other safeguard6 would rai

in

place). This in turn could change the Security requirements for older spent fuel. Extdending
storage to timeframes of more than a century could thus require in.reas.gly dem.anding and
i

security protctions at strage sites.." Therefore, additional SecUrity require.ents

mnay be necessary in the futureo, should sapent nuclear fuel remain in storage forF a substantial
periodof*tim. If nGeesary, the NRC will isSUe orders or enhance its regualator requirements
65

fOr lSFSIl SecuntY, aS approPriate, to enctUre adequate protection of public health and safety and
the commonG deQ.fen And securi•ty.

Other examples of the NRC's oversight are the additional requirements that the
NIRC has imposed inresponse to the March 11, 2011, Se~eFO earthquake and subsequent
tsunami that rescuhed in extensiv.e damage to the rig unit Fuku-shima Dal ichi Nuclear Power
Plant in Japan. On Ma4rch 12, 2012, the NRC sse multiple orde~s and a Feqi'Gkt for
information to all of itn nuclear power plant liese.The arders addresed mitigating
trAategieS for beyond design barss 840eRnal ev.ents and reliable spent fuel poolinstrumenitation.
The roqu.es! for information was designed to glher information toQ
allom the NRC to reevalato
6eismic

2nd flooin• • haza•r

at
a!operating ret-r

sitses and to detrmineA-hether appropriate

staff4ng and c-Ommunic~a-tion can be relied upon to
.tation blackout

e:t,

as
.. was

GoprdinAte

81.000 re6ponSe

dL'rin a prologAed

perinced at F.ukushima 02. chi.

Another aspect of the NIRC'S regquatorY program for continued storagO, as for
rea•tors and other
wcen=Sd-fa•clities genr.ally, inAV-,eS generic coGmmunications
communication. iRnude, but are not limited to, generic leer, bulletin,

safeguards advI~ories, and regulalory issue summarier.,

G.neric

in.notices,

GnerFic lettesF request licenGSe

actions And inFMforaion to addreSS iSSUes mgarFdig Gemerget Or routine m attr

of safety,

sec~rfty, sateguards, or onv:irenmentaI significance. Eullet9insreqouet licensee actions
inforM21icn to address. 6ignificant

and

issues regarding mctters of safety, securiy, safeguadrdc,

enAPDAOnmerta sign~iAcaAG that haVe groat urgency. 6oth generic letters and

Or

b~llIGNAS require a

Written reSPOnSe from thie licensee. InormWAto noties are used to commun'icate

operating Or

anclytical experIence to the nuclear ri~dL'StF:. The industry is expected to rev.imm the informiation

for appliability and consider appropriate actins to 2Avid- GimilarF problems.
glummF2Fqri

are I-Med to

Regulatory issue

Atead
2er~i
clarif' the NIRC's technical and aoolicp DoIGGions OA
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regulatorY AMaOrS. Neitner;
.....

.....
R FO P

AS
...

..l

6.....

an intormnation notlc5 nor a regulatoF r*y U sumary
Gsue
reqUIrOG
...

..

For ex,2ample, !nformation N!otic 2012 20, "Potential Chloride Ind,-ced Stregs

CoArrosion Cracking of Austenitin S-tainless Steel and- MA2intonanca of IDry Cask Storage System
Canisters" (ADAMS
chloride

cAGG... No
,0 ML323o9A440), in•foAed lic..sees about the POntia, for

inducad St=re.*

Gask strage

cOrrcsin cracing ef "ustenitic stlanlecs steel 2nrd maintenance of dry

sySt.. m cani.t.Fo.

Although an immediate Safety concemr did not exist, the NRC

F
alerted licencees and Gertificate- holders

that their montrinAg program;s nieed to aiddFrns this

concern as part of an aging management program so that appopriate actions
m;;ainten~anc) Would be taken to aVOid the potential problem.
As demonstrated by these examples, the NRC's regulatery framewo:F allows the

AgGncy to respond to emerging eVentS
public. health a•d safety and th.
a en....ir

and take appopniate actionR to continueS to protect the
n..

To date, the NRC has renewed five specki

10 CFR part 72 !SFSI licenses.

the General Electric Morris
T-heSerenewalsN9 iRnclude the 10 CFR part 72 sepocfi licances fo-rý
Operation (the only Wet, Or

pool typS, ISFSI), aswll; asII2
the SurrY, 14.8. Robinson, GGonee, and

RFot St. VraP 1SFSIrs. Specific lienAse Afo:1llbut GOnof the lSFLS~s will expire by 2048. it i
expected that license renewAalS wAilbe requested by the liraensee-s of thesse facilities, unless a
permanent repository Or some other interim storage option s made available. The N.RC has

recevo;d ranewal applicationS for the CQAlvert Cliffs and Prairie Il2and ISFLSIA.
n; addition,, issuae of Maefrials Licnse
Storage, LLC (PF.S) fzcili

No. SNM 2513 for the PriVate

Fuel

has.con..rm ed the feasibiitFy of Wienrsing an away from reactor IS FS

under10 CFR part 72. although there were seove-ral issues that prevented the PFS ISFSI from
being built and operated, the extensive revm-iew Of Safty, GOGU~it, and enVironmental issues;
associated w;fith liciensine the PFS f=atit- nrovides addtion-al confidence that saent nu'clea-r fuel
67

Gan be.afely

a
ors.d at an aW. y from r.a.tor ISFS. for long pertod. Afr ... O.age at ......

The NIRC moill
contiuwe

ftI

a..

regulalor; contro lAnd Overuight of spent nuclear fual

etorage a! both operating and dQecommicRioned- reactor0 FROM
for boh epecifi and general 10
CFR part 72 licangee and 10 CFR parts 60 Or 62 'icSAnGS-

Dacade6 o4 op@rating exPOriGnce

and ongoing NRC inspectioS domonrtratea thait theca reactor anid lSF~LS liciansees cnanuo~it to
ect their obligatiOn to S.afa'y MOMr
Spent fuel in ccordanceA 4.ith thO requiremenSA

of 10 CFR

parts 50 and-7-2. If the NRC wAarpa to find noncoMPlianco With thSce regUiremen~tS or Otherwice
det a conArn0 FAAwith the calfe et0Orag Of the ePent1 fuel,
take action

to prQotet the public health and safet and

the NRC mmould eaogluate the jar, -an2d

the Gn':iRonmnt.

An notd.in thr- prding
..
Paragraph., NcAn.eec. ha..' c.ntinued to dev'6lop and

6UGcacsftdly use nsdite spent ni-clcar fuel rlaragG capacity in th@ forFm of 6Spet fuel Pool and dry
cack storage. Based on the preceding d46GU

ion, thO COMMill~ion beli.Vec thlit licencoes Iwill

hVIVA the-neAGG9ar;F re6ourcc to meet obligationeA

related- to the

storago of any 6pent nUctear

fue
eatoropeatonecaae.The
afer
CoQMmFi9-9ion G-cncludee that the regulator; framceorR
16can bO M2anagd in 2 e2fO mPIanner
eXict to cePPOrt th~t SPOent nuciflearf~c

Wnti sufficient

repocitory capacity iii av'ailab6-.Formatted: Indent: First line: 0.5', Don't
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C3.b. Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel4

Finding 4 aesenesd- the cafe- Metage

of spent nucleaF WOl

pending uliOmat

disposal at a opocitory. Iccues Folated to etrago fo~us on the technAicl2 fas
as tiblity of safe
storFage

Of Spent

nUclear fuel. Toa addodrs~ the feasibility of long termA

6afe

storage, the

Commiesion neodr ton Ayal-Wate: 1) the tecGhnical feaibility of Safe Wet etOrage; and 2) the

technirmal ffeasibility of 6afe dry StOr~age. The Comcinal60 neede toG
rikkts of accidents and

2ct6 of sabotage at Spent nUclearF fuel etorag

68

k~ the potential

facilitiecs. Although the

W(6tl 9986A t exp~lGIc1 ityeaiuae SarrY, it Go~es Incluog8 1EIa'6ationS o; tnS SnVIFRMOneal
vimpac~ts attributa-ble In accGidents, public health, and Safeguadrds for three different tirneframeG
..nd containa...
di....ion

On th

t...h....

.saf
feaibility
.to.age.
of

The tec.hnical feasibility o

safe storage beYond a reactor'S 1iGcAned life for opertwion is addreFssed iR the following soetions.

C3.b.L Techn•ic.. FeaSibility of Wet Storage
The technicaal feaSibility Of GGotwinud
.
afe 0001wet
trage 6 SUPppo"ted by a num.b6r

Of tecnial cOnsiderins. PFist, thel inegrty of spent fuel and cladding under the controlleid
w...ater-hemirt.-'

thin the spent fuel pool is SUPPO.ted by operating .e.erien

num...be of cienti.fi....di.

2118
WAl a6 2

F;...er, the SPnt.fuel pool's robus.t t.h..nial deign.. protects..

against a range of natural and-hwman induced chalen@Get. Týhose ccnsidarations are discuassedJ
inthe follaowing paragraphs.
The Commisgsion found in 19814 that research and experience in the United
States and othor countries confirmed that long term etor-age Gould be safely undertaken (49 FR

34681 34682; August 31, 1981). in 1990, the Co mmission dete-rmine-d that expeFrienc Wit
Water storge6@ ofSO1
pen nularfelcnine t

oFrm that pool storage is a benig

r- romen-.t for spOet nuclear fu-ew that does- not lead to signif.ant de@gradation of spent nuclear

sfe for aARndede
fuel integri~' and that the pools inwAlhiczh thek assemblies are Atored-will Oremvai
periods. Fuher, de@aldatioRn mechanpims arewell u-nderstood anid allowA tim

fr apprpriat!e

remedial acti o (563FR 38509 381; Septem..
ber 18, 1990)mIn
!Asum, based on both experien

and-scientifi rstudies, tlhe CommFission found wet storge to be a fully deveioped tecshnology
wi.A1h
no associated miaior technic al probleSms.
Almost 30 years of additional experience has been gained since the publication
of the W.!aste Confidence rulemakng in 1914 during ,Wh!ih time the technical hasis fo9r sY"/elow
G..g. adatiG- rates of spent nuclear fuel in spent fuel p^ols has
.ont.inued
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rtuidic have SUpported !he low degFadation Of r2daddig Material (LArs A TECOOC 10127,

Raem~rl

iP6#abd~y of Spent AWG/ar Fuoel and FAc')' Cornpenent6 in "ot Storage, 19881 IAEm.
TECDOCO

1343, Spen.t Fus!Pa.t-om..c- Assessment and Re=eo•: F?.!

.e'SPo
of8

C.-in.t-d Rossa-bh Aect on Spent Fue! .armo.ana Aseo•nio.•.
and R•.s.mh (SPAR)

1907z 2001, 2003i IAFA Tecirnial Report Senies No. 443, Undsovdanding and Managing
Ag-ing of- atoa•'•s in S;pfntr if!

Stompo Fa:,'iaio,

that "[tJ he ZirconiumR alioYe reprecent a claSe
inWet etoraqg, indluding soeG
;AV~h.Foe Zircaloy

Glad metallic

2006). The IAA

Of mA2tena421
th2at *

TECOOGC1012
•
nioted

highly recictant to degradation

prinai aggereccive waters. The only adverce oxe*PRiAen
UrAni"M wAhGre mecQhlAnicAl d2mgo to

!he Gladding war. a

prOMinent factor during reactOr diecharge, eXPGsing the uranium'A m~ta2l fualltqO GUeou
cOrrOcion. Otherwise, the diatabase forF thA Z-irconium alloys supports a judgment of 6aticfa~tGFYW:Ot Storage 4nthe time frtAme Of 60 to 100 yearS Or moreG" (p.5).

diccuscing spent nuclear fuel stAorae
degradatio•

The L.Ar ATF.CDOC 1313 in

reported OR a d-Sta-Mled-reS.iewA.
of the-

OMPSORien

mo•_han!ismS Of SPent nulear• Nel

t

and stated that "wSt Storag•e o

spent fuel only appears to be limited by adverce pool chemistry conditins or the deterior-ation of
the flal GIora90 pool structure-."
The LA&A. Technical Repoil Sorism No. 113 stated that [djcotrFct'i'o and nonl
dertr-atava examinations of fuel
-rd6,

v!-ual e'vidonce and cOUpon St udieg (1!, 43,5

supp-FOrt ristance to aqueous c-arro;s ion. There have beer no rop.s
"of

5a59]
3

ficaion gas ,@obtGIo,

indicaalkf of Gladrding faiIRu in wet storage. Rod consolidation camp~ign hav'e been conducted
without any Windiation of storage induced degradation. There 4 a -ufficientdataba6e to ndi•cate

Ga be odnded for.. 2
.
that wet storage of fel with zironium^alloy 8addin•

leart

f hsaFer

danader"
Ratead

rjaddincoccr

on available inQformticn and cperoting egp@rienzO, dogradiaton of the fu-al
'e flw
ime inth

cn fe ol mioFnot
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2erdaticn of tho eant

NRC experts that only routine mnaintcnance will b1 neeRded over the short termR Storage peliod.
be decommisriened before thia and of the
The DGRIS assumes that the spent fuel pool 41Al41
AhoA teFrm Storage period. However, the NRC iSnOt aWare Of any informatiGn that WOUld call
Ainto question thes
teGhnicial feajib lity of continued 6afe storage 9f SPent fuel
beYond the Short

in Spent fuel Poole

termn etoage period (see Section 13.3A of Appendix Wof the DGEIS).

'Aits inltil W.aste ConQfidence DeciSion, the Commiss~ion foQund- that the AskA of
m~ajor accidents at s5pent fUel pools Fresuting in Oftste consequencGes Were Fremote bicausIe of
the ARcure -And- StiableR character Of the spent nuc-ler fuel *Athe storage peel environment and
the abrence of reactive phenomena that might result in disperssl of radlioactive mpaterial. The
Commission note-d that storage pools and 19141s are designed to safely withstand accidents
cawsod by either natural Or man made phenomena (40 FR 34668; pp. 34681 34685: August 31,
1981). By 1000, the NRC staff had spent several years studying the potental for a catastrophicless of reactoFrspent fuel pool water, which Gould lead to a fuel fire. The NRC- concluded that,
becas of the large iniherent safet margins in the design and construction Of al spent fuel pool,

Ano
action

was needed to further reduce~ the risk (55 FR 31172; p. 38511;i September 18, 1000).
The NRC has continued its examination of spent fuel pool storage to ensure that

adequate sa"e is maintained ;and that ther~e ar~e no adverse enviOronmetal effec-ts from; the
storage of spent nuctarF fuel in spent fuel pools. In 10097, the safety and environmental effects
of spent fuel pool Storage werea addraosad in conjuncion with FegUlalOF assesSMentS Of
perm~anently shutdown nuclear plants and decomissinin nurlear power plants in
NUREG!C R 69451, "ASafety and Reg ubatoe'Assaassment of Gsieinec WAR :and42%AA'
Perpmaanenly Shutdown Nuclear Power Plants" (ADAMS Accession No. ML00226OG98). The
study provided reasonably bounding estimate~s of fuel cobityand offsite consequences. forF
the most severe acc idents, which wmould involve draining of the spent fuel pool.
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!F; 2901,

the8 NR-C irtu8e, NUKRE

17T38, 490RflGal SlUdy Of Spent Fuel Pool

An.cidont Rik at Dommi9--io-ng Nuclear
H
Poer Plants" (ADA.•S An.ne.aun No

1.41-01)40066), Which examined spent fuel pool acciden-t Askt at decommissionngp nUcleaF
power plant$ and provides a ne'A'or and morn robust analysic of tMe safet and enm.'ionMental
affects Of SPnt . f.

e

.. pool

O.ag. . :Phis 6t.dy provided the .. s.lts of the N.RC

~atoof thA 2cci-OnAt risk in a spent fu~el pool at decommissioning plants.

.taff.s
lat..

T-h NU-Rr-G-

1738 fo,-nd that apostulaled acfddont Gausing a mirconium cladding AFre
could result in
unacceptable offsite doses: h

SYGFe,
the

likelihood-for suchan accident to occur War. estimated

to be 1.ou thAn thre chAnc.s iRnGnG mP.'iOn (p. 3 29). Tho N.;REG 1732 states:

Tf.he

risk at

docommissioningq plantS is lcAow
and %mellmwithin the Comnmissions6 safety goalrs. The Fisk. is law

becauco of tha er' lO
OW likelihood Of 2 ZirconWium AfiroeAOthough the consAgencGAG frM 2
zir.oni-m fire cou'ld b• Seriou-." (p. 5 3). In arfiving at thiWGoncksiop, NU'JREG 1738

considered a wide range of;Finiiating cvsntra (pp. 3 2, 3 3), including, but nat liMited to, o.evntis
that might lead to rapid 1966 Of pool water, SUch aS eisMic .Ve..S, cask drop, ai...aft impact,
and mis•iles generated by tOna.do..

The olW probability f-r these arFid- ..... ntac to ilntiat, a

rapid loss Of water fromR the pool ir 2 diroct re sult -oftho Faroutness of the 29tructural design of
the spent fuel pool. The ree.ults of NURS-. 17-38, a. well as othar StUd..
.,
are d.......d in
more de.ota! in AppeRdix F of the DPGrI.
.NRC
the

AppeAndix F also aWntA:s Wnfo.m.ati

on
OR

iont that

has required icanmseus to take ip•nponS. to !gnificn• t OA. I"nS
including the

SOPte..ba. 1, 2001, ter4ori61 a#

and
... the Mar.c.h 1, 2011, F..kushima
..

ih

event
. in

japan.
Giv.en the physical rob.ustes.s Of the pOlS, the physi•al SecU.Iy Rmea.ures, and

the rpent fuel pool mitigation
..

ea.ure.,

and ba.sed upon the NR.'s rite e'alu.atiG. S Of .ye..

spent fuel pool in the United, Stza, the NRC has detarminod tht.the risk of a cpe.t fuel pool

zirconium fire, whetheFrocused by an accident Or 2 terroriSt a2tac, ic ':er low. In addkitio, the
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NR.C has approved I ceOnSe ameIndm-ents- -Gndis6u1d saf-ty ev-a'lat-ons to inco.orate mrtigation
'mi•,Jrn• !nt+ +thnnh!r'+ r!ce~noha

ite the

nlwit li

',•e of ill nn-nrlto+.n n,-c'p~r

nn.=''nr •nl-r

nt +he
t'J" ntn.e

nsina base6 of all oneitatinfli AuG!eaF IDGWOF AlaRtS in the United

In^..

I In I In ý In ý I-

Appendix F of the DGrEIS)<

AAMOn-itog Of the structural ntgrtof the spent fuel pool isaddressed through
aging management programs. All nuclear power plantG and GEH Momsi hav-e SPecifi aging
m~anaGAeet progaQQmR to inspect, monitor. detOct. and trond theaing
29*AOf the Soent fue Dan,
Structure concrete, lineir plate, and strucural steel that suppoirt differot commvodities.

The aging

m~anagement programn also focuses on the peal's

;water vhem~irt#'

theA, 9tinlsh Steel liner, spent fuel storage Facks,

and spenit N.e sterage Fac"fneonUIF

a6 it relataii to the initegrity of

absorbing sheets.Another issue related to

storage of spent nucear fuel in a spent fuel pool is possible-

leakage of water fromA the pool into the environment. Th~e spent fuel pool leine and the leakage
nystcm
nOMally preVent Spent fue pool water from laking into the en.irYOnMent.

nollection
However, lAS

can ocu........b..

data

indicate

spent .that
fuel poo! leakage has occ.rred

at

reoeral nucleair power plant cites. The -OGE-ISprovides a detailed 4-s6ptioRn anid evaluation of
the histr'ical data 9. spent fuel leakage and theaffaihe enviroFnRetal impacits that mnay ocurf

duFrig the penod of continued storage. In particu~lar, Appendix rEdeterFmined the impact to
public health fromR spent fuel pool leakage would be SMALL (see AppOndix FE
of the OCZ6,S for
infQo:Rtion

GA spent fuel pool leaks).

in 6umirriw, spent fuel pools aremsie

esil

dersigned structures- that are

conStruced-fGrom
lhick, roinferce~d cOncrete walls and slabs designed toebe seismically robust.
Thus, the likelihood of major: accidents at spent fuel pools resulting in Offsite GOns

ecsi

remote. The NRC is not awiare of any additionial stuldies that wvould queration the low probability
of r~nat fueal 0001 2Q9;vdAntS and thereby-a2R

~lso
uetion the techniArl
73

feasibility o f contfinued safeR
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oPoration
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Further, as derh.cibed ;nAppendix E. of the QGES, the public health

Impacts from potential 6pentl fuel pool leaks i6 SMAL-L.
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C3.b~ii. Tectinical FeaSibility Of OrY SlIoragel
The feasibility of safe dry cock storage is supported by yearts of a~einoa
Mell 26 technic~l st-diAL; and the

NRC's re~vries that have exAmineid And COnfirme~d thlAitegrity

Of cpont nuGlear fuel and cladding un~der the cn~trolle-d 2And reilatiVely benign On'.firOnment voithin

dry cask storage syStems and thell robus-1tnessr Of thO structural_deSign
system

of thO dry cask stortage

againt a vahiety of challenges both natur.al and human induced. Those feature

a-d-drFeg9d- in the folloWing paragraphs and in SectiGn

wre

6.312 Of Appendix 9 of the OGEIS.

!n 1984, the CommissiG. ba.e.d its findings regarding the Gaf eOf d.y S.Or..

On

an understandinig of the mnaterial dogredation processes, derrved largely *fro tedhinia! studies,
together With the re.ognition that dry sto.age.ystems

are sim.ple and easy to maintain (49 FR

341683 34624i August 31, 1981). By 1990, the NRC and ISFS1 licnsees had considerable
exeInc w ith dry st1Orage. The NRC Mtaff safety rev.iews Of to)pical reports on strge9
6Yste9m designs, the licensing and insGpection Of dry Storage at Nvo nuclear: power; planrt sites.
unlder 10 "CRpa#;tZ2, and the NlRC's promulgatio, of an amendmeAnmt to 10 CFLR
PI

inco.porat.d a monitored

storage
..
ins.allat.on
.e..able (a dry torage fac.ility) in

,t 72 that

the

rzgUlatiORS confirmed-the 119614
conckUSiOns lon the safety of dry 6toraqG (65 FR 396O9 38513;
SeptSADembe 18, 1990).
Spent fuel has been safely stcrod in dry casks for more than 26 years A44it
.
wet toirage, the overall experience with dry cask 6torage Of Similar: fuel types including t~he
cladding, has been siAmiar SlcW degradation. Spent nuclear fuel1 is.allaowed to coo! in a spent
fu6l 0o0l before being 11FAAnSOFOrd into d-P caak striamn, w..hich induces the notentiial for
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signific~ant dogradatoen. Recant studioss hamoA Gcnfi~rmod- the reliability of dry cask Storago. RFr
example, a dry cask storage charaGterzation project examined and tested a dry cask storage
system. The 2003 Argonne National La2boratorieS roport prepared for the NRC.
hiU-REG-4 R 68314, "Eixamination of Spent PAR Fuel Rod-s after 15 years +ADry Storago"
(AIDAMS Anccession No. A41932734 024), suggested that the Wiabi'ity of spent fuel cladding to
rmiasabarrier to figs ion product releass during extended storage up to 100 years OR
a dry
cark. AnAironment (p. Xi). These reasults more for spent fuel with a burnup limit of 35 gigawatt
days per moetric ton Uranium (GV~d/MTU). The I-AE-A- Technical Repart Sarier. No. 443 stated
that "IpIoWSr reActor fuel N.with
ZirconiUM alley cladding har. been placed into dry Storage in
approximately a dozen countries. The techn~Aig bas-9ig for sa2tirsfactory dry storage of fuel clad
khith zirconium alloys includes hot cell tests on single rods, whole assem~bly teste,
deimonsrations USing casks lo2add wA~ith
irradiated fueal assem~blies and theoretical analySis."
Although tho currenRt reor~d- Afodry cask storage supports the technical feasibility
of coAntinued safe storage, the NIRC constaRnty wokrks to investigate and mo~nitor the behavior of
the spent fuel storage systems to identif' any unexpected and deleterious- saf

etycoditios.

beforeG a problem develops. The NRC is-2-aware Of cancarns regarding the potential detrimental
effects of hydnidS reorientation on Gladding behavior, such aS reduced ductility. Redured
ductility, making the cladding more britle, increases the difficu'ty of keeping spent nuclear fueil
assemblies intact during handlinq operations and trasportation. Research performed in; japan;
and the nIteR~d
Stlate indicated that: 1) hydridesR could reorien~t at a signifiantly lower stress
than previoussly believed; and 2) high burn up fuel cudexhibit a higher ductile to brittle
transition temperature due to the presence Of radial hydrides (Billone, Wc., T.A. Rurtseva, and
R.E. Einzigar.2-01 3 "DuctietBrtl Transition T-emperature for High Bgumup Cladding ,AMoys
gxposed to Simulated Drying Storage Condltions." Journal of Nuclear Materials 433(i 3):
431 1148 (available at htto:IA.Awhrqscienad Prect cam ggciencea t-ceoiS02111058
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TW hOicSQ
pheomnoid
cokAinfluen
the N.RC

4a

fulolwould

thO approach Used for FS packaging SPent nuclear fuel, but

not =';:re of information that 'm-uld requi'r the NRC to conclude that high burn up

need to be repackaged du~nn the rhcrt term time period in the OreIS.12 Should

spent fuel cladding be more britte, greater care could be roquirod during handling operations,
Fregardc
..

Of Wh. n r

.packaging
would occur, to lim..t the potential for damage to spent nuc.. ar

fu9l MrSemblioc that cou-ld affect Oasy FWtrieability Of the Spent nuc'lear fue and complicate
repackaging operationS.

Based on aVa*ilh-Abl nomto and operating e~perlence, degradation of the
6pent nuclear fuel sh-muld

be minim21.tver tha

ha-rt term

torage period, if the condition. insi•de

the canIiste are appoppialely mnaintained (!a.cosisent woith the tehnical 6pacifications for
storage), Thus, a6 dscussed-in mors detail in the OG FilS, it i6 expected that Onl routine
.maintenancerR Will be needed aoue the shart term slerage period and no FOpackagjing is
anticipated during that timefrarn.
fue

The DGEIR assumes. that the roPackaging of spent nuzlez

-ol
occGur OVGrY 100 years if storage continues beyond the short term storage period,

Which May include diftferen approaches for repackaging at times aignifisantly beyond the short
term ratorage period (evg., placement of damaged spent nuclear fuel in eraM21ercanisterS). The
NRC iSnot

aware of any additional st-l&ise that would tques!icn the technical feasibiity of

continue-d- cafe storage of 6pent nuclear fusl in dry casks for tho tim~e periods cons-idered in

In 2007, the NRC published a pilot probabili.tic ri.k asessment methodology

that assessead the rink to the public and identifie-d the dominant contributorS toorik ascae
with a wealded canister dry spent fuel storage system at a specific boilin W~teF reactor cite
(NUR.G 18664, 'A Pilot Probabilistic Rick A.66essment Of aDrY Cask Stmore System at a
Nuclear Pamsw PIaRt" MAr~ch 2007- (ADAMS AcGession NO. AAW7-1340012)). The NRC etudy
develaced :and ascracod a aomnrshenhiva I~rt ot initiat'na oucrita.~ddn dreeoing the cask
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during handling
...
and

teRal events during onsito rtor.ge (such as e..thquaker.,

ood.., high

winds, lightning striftec, accidental aircraft crachoS, and pipeline explosions) and reported that
th@ analyses indicate that th@ rick iSSo'ely from; latent c-2ancOr faaltec

d that the avarall risk

of dry cask etOrage war.found to be et•remely low. (The NRC determin-ed that the estimated
agg;-gate O-k is an indiv-dal prObabillty of a latent cGnzer

fatality of t,4

dunth"peio

enopang the initial cask loading and AFrt Year Of 6Gr~ico, and-3-2X4Qý Pe
suocaouent

4k
w

.4
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circulation for Cooling. Third, the'y a

that are highly damage

dcu

FSrecicAtnt

www"

,

wy ro Y OR R.1-111- - F

inherently r.bucit, .. a.. ;..e concrete and•dtaai ate ,, ,ruc.ure.

The robustness of these dr; Gask ctorage systemc has been

terated by 6ignificant challenge6, suzh as the 201 1 Mineral, Virginia earthquake that affected
Nlorh Ann~a Nuclear Plant, an~d the 2011 earthquake andl tsunami*that dam~aged- the FukuihmAQ
Dai ichi Nucl-9ear PoF::er Pla•nt. heP.he; S'-ent reF'ulted in signifi•cant damage to
radi..u

e.. from.
... the d.y ca.k

container..

Or

the releac. Of

The
.et.age
NRC and li.e..e expi-.en.e lo date

mith ISFS'c 2nd mith cartificaficin of casks in~dic:atocs that interim Strage of spent nucee fi-ol at
reactor

W..es can be safely and.ffe.tiV.ly

con.ducted using passive dry tOage technology.

Although FNRajnO inspectionc hwam aienified £ey'oral pGofGrmance

Aiccuer for indiVidUal dry

Gtorage cOMPonentc (Such aG PrObISemc With cask sealc and conrGete crac.king), prom~pt
mitig•ation of theme iscues hac preve..t.d any safety probem•e,

Fom occur.ing. itfprObleme W-ere

to occur, the NRC would take appropriate aGcion to addrecc the problem aRnd
PthVent

Urene.

•'

-;

ThereforeG, technica2_l StUldiec and practical operating experienca to date confirm
the physic-l integrity of dry cack ctorage structuroc and thereby domonritrte the technical
feacibilit' of continued c~af MGtarae of caent nuclarul in dr'~' caak storaoo c':ctems for the
77

time pee.d. G.n.Idered in the M...

Th. Mr....IS c.nn

tp e'y assumes that tMe dry cakS

;would- need to be replaced if torage continues beyond the She A teFrm time perFiod T-heDGE'S.
considers replacament of dr"
expeenen

'sks alter 100 years of sorvica life, Oeventhough studies and

to date do not perelude a longer seorice life, The- NRC-continues to evaluate aging

m~anagement program6 and monitor dr; cask 6lerage so that it Gan update its carwice late
cOnctUSiOnS as necessary and conSidSr any cGrcUmstanuSG !hat might requir repackaging of
Spent fuel earlier than anticipated.

C.2b.ii summary of Technical F-sasibility of spent N-ucleAr Fueol -torage
In 6um~mary, MMOrag Of 6pent nuclearF Wfuel0h
w
enecssary UntI a ropoSitGrY

available far permanet dispasal. The Storage of spent nuclear fuel in any combinafian of
storge in SPOnt fuel poolS Or dry carmks will cantinuc as a licensed aciVitY under regUlatory
cOntrls; and oVersiqht. LicAnSeoS continue' to deYS'elP and s.uccessfully use onsite spent
nuclear fuel storage capaciy in the fenn of 6pent No!l peols and dry cask storage in a safe and

em.'ironnmenally seund farshion. Tectrni-a! understanding and experienco continueS to support
thA technical feaibility of safe storage of spent nuclear fuel in spent fuel pools and in dry casks,

based on thairF physical intgnty oVsr long periods. of Wme (a.9., slow degradation of spent fuel

during storage in spGnt fNol poolS and dry casks; engineered features Of StOraga peels and dry
casks to cafely withstand accidents caused by eithe natural Or mRAn
made phenomena).
Additionally, regulatory o'eraighl has been Shown to enhance safety designr. and operaticns as
concerns and information eVol~e oVeF time (eg
the Septem~ber 11, 2001, terror*it tta~
2#
raogfeilfg actions to

ecUrity and saft* enhancementr. made after

and the M.arcgh 2012 Fwkwehima OWi ichi disaster; and

address spent fuel pool leaks :are discussed inAppendix FE
of the oGEIls).

Barad an the technical ifomaton ;and theb national and international experience
with; vct and dry storage of spent fuel, the ANRC believes that it stehnically feasible to safely
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2n~d aacudrely Gtgre epent fuel 6neithar vwet or dry etorage forF at leact 60 Yea% b9Yond a rOactoreS
licened-l4f9 for opsration With only F9ROutmaintenance (i.e. no large 6rale replacoment of

spent fuel peelseo dry Gask storage syatems). This time

pericd FOpresentis

a potential Sew~ing

life for the spent fuel peels and dry cock sterage systems on the o-rd-e r of 100 to 140 years when
raonsidcring any setoage that erure d~uring reactor operatines. The Commier io n oncludor that
spent fuel Gan continue to be safely managed inspent fuel peels and dry rasks, and that
regulatory oecreight exists to eneura the aging m~anagement pF~rograme ntinue to be updated
to aiddroceA the monitoring and-M2*ntRnAanACS Of etructuere,
M
mpeotant

Section

syseteme,

anAd cOMPonente that are

to safety. Rased on all of the WnfrmatiGn set faft inAppendix 13of the DGEIS1 and

1ll.C3., Ssorage of S~pept Nbortear-Fuel, Of this documenSt, the Comm~iesion concludee

that epent nuclear fueal can

be eafoly managed in epent fuel pools inthe ehort

apal dr',cacke drinaG the ehort term. lona term, and qndafidnit timoftrarne

term timeframe

aaluatad in the

IV. Discussion of Proposed Amendments by Section

4 51.23 Environmental impacts of storage of spent nuclear fuel beyond the licensed life
for operation of a reactor.

The title of the section would be revised to reflect that the section is no longer based on
an EA and FONSI, but on an EIS and that environmental effects of continued storage are
included in the section.
Paragraph (a) of 10 CFR 51.23 would be revised to provide the Commission's generic
determination on the continued storage of spent nuclear fuel. The proposed amendments
would state that the Commission has developed a generic environmental impact statement
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(NUREG-2157). The prop"c-d - ,••-ulould -. ther indicate and that the Commission has
concluded that the analysis generically addresses the environmental impacts of continued
storage of spent nuclear fuel beyond the licensed life for operation of a reactor; _ia-ad4 ppoFs-

the dotarMination~r that it ir feasible to safely Mtom Spont nuclear fuel b9Yond the IicAnced life for
OporWAtn Of 2 rAQctor MAGI
to haveo a m~ined geologic repository within 60 Y92FS following the
licensed life for opOrtIon of a rea•t•r as required by section 102(2) of NEPA.
Paragraph (b)(1) of 10 CFR 51.23 would be revised to clarify that ISFSI license renewals
are included in the scope of the generic determination.

§ 51.61 Environmental report--independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) or
monitored retrievable storage installation (MRS) license.
Section 51.61 of 10 CFR would be revised to clarify that ISFSI renewals are included in
the scope of the generic determination in 10 CFR 51.23.

§ 51.80 Draft environmental Impact statement--materials license.
Paragraph (b) of 10 CFR 51.80 would be revised to clarify that ISFSI renewals are
included in the scope of the generic determination in 10 CFR 51.23.

§ 51.97 Final environmental impact statement--materials license.
Paragraph (a) of 10 CFR 51.97 would be revised to clarify that ISFSI renewals are
included in the scope of the generic determination in 10 CFR 51.23.

Table B-I-Summary of Findings on NEPA Issues for License Renewal of Nuclear
Power Plants.
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Table B-1 addresses the environmental impacts of license renewal activities by resource
area. When the Commission issued the final rule on the environmental effects of license
renewal (XX FR XXXX; Month, Day, 2013), it was not able to rely on the Waste Confidence rule
for two of the issues. The Commission noted that upon issuance of the GElS and rule, the NRC
would make any necessary conforming changes to the license renewal rule. This proposed rule
would revise these two Table B-1 finding column entries to address Waste Confidence. The
"Offsite radiological impacts of spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste disposal" issue would be
reclassified as a Category 1 impact and the finding column entry would be revised to address
Waste Confidence. For the "Onsite storage of spent nuclear fuel" issue, the finding column
entry would be revised to include the period of continued storage beyond the licensed life for
operation of a reactor. Additionally footnote 7 of Table B-1 would be removed. While footnotes
1, 2, and 3 are laid out in the regulatory text, they are not being amended, but are included to
meet an Office of the Federal Register publication requirement.

V. Availability of Documents

The NRC is making the documents identified in the following table available to interested
persons through one or more of the methods provided in Section I.A., Accessing Information, of
this document, as indicated.
References are also available through the Waste Confidence Decision Website at
wwwnrcpov. References are organized by the document in which the reference appears
(DGEIS chapter and appendix and the proposed rule FederalRegister notice), as well as
alphabetical order by author with links to electronically available documents.
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Document

PDR

Web
(www.regulations.gov
unless otherwise

ADAMS

indicated)

Waste Confidence Related Documents
FederalRegister notice - Notice of Intent
Consideration of Environmental Impacts
of Temporary Storage of Spent Fuel
After Cessation of Reactor Operation (77
FR 65137; October 25, 2012)

X

Draft NUREG-2157, 'Waste Confidence
Generic Environmental Impact
Statement"

X

'Waste Confidence Generic
Environmental Impact Statement
Scoping Process Summary Report"

X

X

ML13060A128

"Scoping Comments on the Waste
Confidence Generic Environmental
Impact Statement"

X

X

ML13060A130

Transcript of November 14, 2012, Waste
Confidence Scoping Meeting - Afternoon
Session

X

Transcript of November 14, 2012, Waste
Confidence Scoping Meeting - Evening
Session 9pm-12am
Transcript of Scoping Meeting for the
Waste Confidence Environmental Impact
Statement: Webinar December 5, 2012

X

MLxxxxxx

X

X

ML12331A347

X

X

ML12331A353

X

X

ML12355A174
ML12355A187

December 6, 2012 Waste Confidence
Scoping Webinar Transcript

ML12305A035

__ML12355A187

Minnesota v. NRC, 602 F.2d 41 (D.C.
Cir. 1979)
http://www.cadc.uscourt
s.,qov/internetopinions.
nsf/57ACA94A8FFAD8
AF85257A1700502AA4
/$file/1 1-10451377720.pdf

(New York v. NRC, 681 F.3d 471 (D.C.
Cir. 2012)

FederalRegister notice announcing
generic proceeding on Waste
Confidence (44 FR 61372, 61373;
October 25, 1979)
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FederalRegister notice - 1984 Waste
Confidence Final Rule (49 FR 34688;
August 31, 1984)

X

ML033000242

FederalRegister notice - 1984 Final
Waste Confidence Decision (49 FR
34658; August 31, 1984)

X

ML033000242

FederalRegister notice - 1990 Waste
Confidence Final Rule (55 FR 38472;
September 18, 1990)

X

ML031700063

Federal Register notice - 1990 Waste
Confidence Decision (55 FR 38474;
September 18, 1990)

X

ML031700063

Federal Register notice - 1999 Waste
Confidence Decision Review (64 FR
68005; December 6, 1999)

X

ML003676331

FederalRegister notice - 2010 Waste
Confidence Final Rule (75 FR 81037;
December 23, 2010)

X

ML103350175

Federal Register notice - 2010 Waste
Confidence Decision Update (75 FR
81032; December 23, 2010)

X

ML120970147

Commission Order CLI-12-16

X

ML12220A094

x

ML12250A032

SRM-COMSECY-12-0016 - Approach
for Addressing Policy Issues Resulting
from Court Decision to Vacate Waste
Confidence Decision and Rule

Waste Confidence References - NRC Documents
FederalRegister notice announcing the
1977 Denial of PRM-50-18 (42 FR
34391; July 5, 1977)

X

FederalRegister notice - Final Rule to
Amend 10 CFR 73.1: Design Basis
Threat (72 FR 12705; March 19, 2007)

X

ML070520692

FederalRegister notice - Power Reactor
Security Requirements Final Rule (74
FR 13926; March 27, 2009)

X

ML083380546

FederalRegister notice - Denial of
Petitions for Rulemaking (PRM-51-10
and PRM-51-12) (73 FR 46204: August
8, 2008)
Federal Register notice - "Draft

ML081890124

X
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ML093340103

Technical Basis for Rulemaking Revising
Security Requirements for Facilities
Storing SNF and HLW; Notice of
Availability and Solicitation of Public
Comments" (74 FR 66589; December
16, 2009)
FederalRegister notice Decommissioning Planning Rule (76 FR
35512; June 17, 2011)

X

ML103510117

Federal Register notice - License
Renewal GElS Final Rule (78 FR XXX:
Month, Day, 2013)

X

MLXXXXXX

Department of Energy; Notice of
Acceptance for Docketing of a License
Application for Authority to Construct a
Geologic Repository at a Geologic
Repository Operations Area at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada (73 FR 53284;
September 15, 2008)

X

ML082490757

X

ML023500395

NUREG-0586,"Generic Environmental
Impact Statement on Decommissioning
of Nuclear Facilities, Supplement 1:
Regarding the Decommissioning of
Nuclear Power Reactors," Volume 1
Main report. November 2002

ML13106A241 for
main volume 1,
volume 2, and
ML13106A244 for

NUREG-1437, "Generic Environmental
Impact Statement for License Renewal
of Nuclear Plants" 2013

volume 3
NUREG-1738, '"Technical Study of
Spent Fuel Pool Accident Risk at
Decommissioning Nuclear Power
Plants"
NUREG-1 864, "A Pilot Probabilistic Risk
Assessment of a Dry Cask Storage
System at a Nuclear Power Plant"

ML010430066

X

NUREG-2107, "Technical Evaluation
Report on the Content of the U.S.
Department of Energy's Yucca Mountain
Repository License Application Postclosure Volume: Repository Safety
After Permanent Closure"

ML071340012

ML11223A273
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NUREG-2108, "Technical Evaluation
Report on the Content of the U.S.
Department of Energy Yucca Mountain
Repository License Application Preclosure Volume: Repository Safety
Before Permanent Closure"

ML11250A093

NUREG/CR-6451, "A Safety and
Regulatory Assessment of Generic BWR
and PWR Permanently Shutdown
Nuclear Power Plants"

http:/lwww.ostigovlbridgqel
servlets/pud/510336qmwPBP/webviewable/51
0336 pdf

NUREG/CR-6831, "Examination of
Spent PWR Fuel Rods after 15 Years in
Dry Storage"

ML032731021

Regulatory Guide 4.22,
Decommissioning Planning During
Operations

X

ML12158A361

NRC Information Notice IN 2012-20,
"Potential Chloride-Induced Stress
Corrosion Cracking of Austenitic
Stainless Steel and Maintenance of Dry
Cask Storage System Canisters"

X

ML12319A440

NRC Order Number EA-12-049,
Issuance of Order to Modify Licenses
With Regard to Requirements for
Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-DesignBasis External Events

ML12054A735

NRC Order EA-12-051, Issuance of
Order to Modify Licenses With Regard to
Reliable Spent Fuel Pool
Instrumentation

ML12054A679

Waste Confidence References - Non-NRC Documents
NRDC v. NRC, 582 F.2d 166 (2d Cir.
1978)
http://www.epw.senate.
gov/nwpa82.pdf
gov/nwpa82.pdf

Nuclear Waste Policy Act 96 Stat. 2201
(1983) (current version at 42 U.S.C.
10132 (2006))
Blue Ribbon Commission on America's
Nuclear Future, Report to the Secretary
of Energy

X

DOE, Strategy for the Management and
Disposal of Used Nuclear Fuel and HighLevel Radioactive Waste

X

ML120970375
I
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ML13011A138

Letter from J M Maddox, Eddy-Lea
Energy Alliance, LLC, to C Haney,
NMSS, re Notice of Intent to Submit a
License Application for Consolidated
Used Nuclear Fuel Storage Facility,
February 26, 2013
DOE Motion to Withdraw Application for
Yucca Mountain
Request for Termination of NRC License
No. SNM-2513 for Private Fuel Storage
LLC

X

ML13067A278

X

ML100621397

X

ML12356A063

Billone, M.C., T.A. Burtseva, and R.E.
Einziger.2013 "Ductile-to-Brittle
Transition Temperature for High-Burnup
Cladding Alloys Exposed to Simulated
Drying-Storage Conditions." Journal of
Nuclear Materials 433(1-3): 431-448
IAEA, "Scientific and Technical Basis for
the Geologic Disposal of Radioactive
Wastes, Technical Reports Series No.
413"

http:IIww.scencedrec
tp:/sciencedirec
t.com/science/article/pii/
S0022311512005181
http://wwwpub.iaea.org/MTCD/Pu
blications/PDF/TRS413
_web.pdf

IAEA Technical Report Series No. 443,
"Understanding and Managing Ageing of
Materials in Spent Fuel Storage
Facilities"

http://wwwpub.iaea.org/MTCD/pub
lications/PDF/TRS443_
web.pdf
http://www-

IAEA, "Radioactive Waste Management
Studies and Trends, IAEANWMDB/ST/4"

pub.iaea.org/MTCD/Pu
blications/PDFNVMDBST-4.pdf

IAEA TECDOC-1012, "Durability of
Spent Nuclear Fuels and Facility
Components in Wet Storage"

http://pwwpub.iaea.org/MTCD/pub
prn.pa

IAEA, "The Use of Scientific and
Technical Results from Underground
Research Laboratory Investigations for
heaste,
Geologic
Disposal of Radioactive
IAEA-TECDOC-1243"

http:i/wwwpub.iaea.org/MTCD/Pu
ptns.pdf
httpIIWw-

IAEA TECDOC1 343, "Spent Fuel
Performance Assessment and
Research: Final Report of a Cordinated
Research Project on Spent Fuel

pub.iaea.org/MTCD/pub
lications/PDF/te1 343
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______df___101

Performance Assessment and Research
(SPAR)
1997-2001"

web.pdf

IAEA, "Joint Convention on Safety of
Spent Fuel Management and on Safety
of Radioactive Waste Management,
INFCIRC/546"

http://www.iaea.org/Pub
lications/Documents/Inf
circs/1 997/infcirc546.pd
f

Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development, Nuclear Energy
Agency, "Lessons Learnt from Ten
Performance Assessment Studies,"
1997

http://www.oecdnea.org/rwm/reports/19
97/ipag.pdf

Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development, Nuclear Energy
Agency, "Moving Forward with
Geological Disposal of Radioactive
Waste," 2008

http://www.oecdnea.org/rwm/reportsl20
08/nea6433statement.pdf

Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Disposal
Concept Environmental Assessment
Panel, Report of the Nuclear Fuel Waste
Managementand Disposal Concept
EnvironmentalAssessment Panel

http://www.ceaa.gc.ca/d
efault.asp?lang=En&n=
0B83BD431&xml=0B83BD4393AA-4652-99293DD8DA4DE486&toc=s
how

NWMO, Annual Report 2007: Moving
Forward Together

http://www.nwmo.ca/upl
oadsmanaged/MediaFi
les/327_NWMO_2007_
AnnualReportE.pdf

NWMO, LearningMore TogetherAnnual Report for 2012

http://nwmo.ca/uploads
_managed/MediaFiles/2
089_ar2012 english_w
eb.pdf.

VI. Agreement State Compatibility

Under the "Policy Statement on Adequacy and Compatibility of Agreement State
Programs" approved by the Commission on June 30, 1997, and published in the Federal
Register (62 FR 46517; September 3, 1997), this proposed rule would be classified as
Compatibility Category "NRC." The NRC program elements in this category are those that
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relate directly to areas of regulation reserved to the NRC by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended, or the provisions of Title 10 of the CFR. These program elements are not adopted by
Agreement States.
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VII. Plain Writing
The Plain Writing Act of 2010 (Pub. L. 111-274) requires Federal agencies to write
documents in a clear, concise, and well-organized manner. The NRC has written this document
to be consistent with the Plain Writing Act as well as the Presidential Memorandum, "Plain
Language in Government Writing," published June 10, 1998 (63 FR 31883). The NRC requests
comment on the proposed rule with respect to the clarity and effectiveness of the
language used.

VIII. Voluntary Consensus Standards

The National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995 (Pub. L. 104-113)
requires that Federal agencies use technical standards that are developed or adopted by
voluntary consensus standards bodies unless the use of such a standard is inconsistent with
applicable law or otherwise impractical. In this proposed rule, the NRC would modify its generic
determination on the consideration of environmental impacts of continued storage of spent
nuclear fuel beyond the licensed life for reactor operations. The NRC is not aware of any
voluntary consensus standards that address the proposed subject matter of this proposed rule.
The NRC will consider using a voluntary consensus standard if an appropriate standard is
identified. If a voluntary consensus standard is identified for consideration, the submittal should
explain why the standard should be used.

IX. Draft Environmental Impact Statement: Availability

As required by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and the
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NRC's regulations in subpart A of 10 CFR part 51, the NRC has prepared a Draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement (NUREG-2157) to support this proposed rule. An interested
person may access this environmental impact statement as indicated under Section V of this
document, "Availability of Documents."
The NRC requests public comment on the DGEIS. The NRC has sent a copy of the
DGEIS and this proposed rule to every State Liaison Officer and requested their comments on
the draft statement.

X. Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

This proposed rule does not contain new or amended information collection
requirements subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).
Existing requirements were approved by the Office of Management and Budget, approval
number 3150-0021.

Public Protection Notification

The NRC may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a
request for information or an information collection requirement unless the requesting document
displays a currently valid Office of Management and Budget control number.

XI. Regulatory Analysis

A draft regulatory analysis has not been prepared for this proposed regulation because
this regulation does not establish any requirements that would place a burden on licensees. A
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cost-benefit analysis of the alternatives considered in the DGEIS was prepared as part of the
DGEIS (Chapter 7). If continued storage of spent nuclear fuel beyond the licensed life for
operations must be assessed in site-specific licensing actions, the primary costs accrue to the
NRC and to licensees and license applicants. Licensees and license applicants ultimately
shoulder the majority of costs incurred to the NRC in the course of licensing actions through the
NRC's license-fee program. Costs also accrue through the NRC's adjudicatory activities, which
affect the NRC, licensees, license applicants, and petitioners or intervenors. The DGEI contains
an estimate that it could cost over $24 million to address continued storage in site-specific
proceedings.

XII. Regulatory Flexibility Certification

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (5 U.S.C. 605(b)), the
Commission certifies that this rule would not, if promulgated, have a significant economic impact
on a substantial number of small entities. The proposed rule would modify the generic
determination on the consideration of environmental impacts of continued storage of spent
nuclear fuel beyond the end of the licensed life for reactor operations. This generic
determination provides that no discussion of any environmental impact of spent nuclear fuel
storage in reactor facility storage pools or ISFSIs for the period following the term of the reactor
operating license or amendment or initial ISFSI license or amendment for which application is
made is required in any environmental report, environmental impact statement, environmental
assessment, or other analysis prepared in connection with certain actions. The proposed rule
would affect only the licensing of nuclear power plants or ISFSIs. Entities seeking or holding
NRC licenses for these facilities do not fall within the scope of the definition of "small entities"
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set forth in the Regulatory Flexibility Act or the size standards established by the NRC at
10 CFR 2.810.

XIII. Backfitting and Issue Finality

The NRC has determined that the backfit rules (§§ 50.109, 70.76, 72.62, or 76.76) and
the issue finality provisions in 10 CFR part 52 do not apply to this proposed rule because this
amendment does not involve any provisions that will either impose backfits as defined in 10
CFR chapter I, or represent non-compliance with the issue finality of provisions in 10 CFR part
52. Therefore, a backfit analysis is not required for this proposed rule, and the NRC did not
prepare a backfit analysis for this proposed rule.

List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 51

Administrative practice and procedure, Environmental impact statement, Nuclear
materials, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended; the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended; and 5 U.S.C.
553; the NRC is proposing to adopt the following amendments to 10 CFR part 51.

Part 51 -- Environmental Protection Regulations for Domestic Licensing and Related
Regulatory Functions

1.

The authority citation for part 51 continues to read as follows:
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AUTHORITY: Atomic Energy Act sec. 161, 1701 (42 U.S.C. 2201, 2297f); Energy
Reorganization Act secs. 201, 202, 211 (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842, 5851); Government Paperwork
Elimination Act sec. 1704 (44 U.S.C. 3504 note). Subpart A also issued under National
Environmental Policy Act secs. 102, 104, 105 (42 U.S.C. 4332, 4334, 4335); Pub. L. 95-604,
Title II, 92 Stat. 3033-3041; Atomic Energy Act sec. 193 (42 U.S.C. 2243). Sections 51.20,
51.30, 5160, 51.80. and 51.97 also issued under Nuclear Waste Policy Act secs. 135, 141,148
(42 U.S.C. 10155, 10161, 10168). Section 51.22 also issued under Atomic Energy Act sec. 274
(42 U.S.C. 2021) and under Nuclear Waste Policy Act sec. 121 (42 U.S.C. 10141). Sections
51.43, 51.67, and 51.109 also issued under Nuclear Waste Policy Act sec. 114(f) (42 U.S.C.
10134(f)).
2.

In § 51.23, the title of the section is revised and paragraphs (a) and (b) are

revised to read as follows:

§ 51.23 Environmental impacts of storage of spent nuclear fuel beyond the licensed life
for operation of a reactor.
(a) The Commission has developed a .ene.ri
(NURE.

en..iromental. impa.t

6tat•omn.

2157) analyzing generically assessed the environmental impacts associated with the

continued of storage of spent nuclear fuel after the end of a reactor's beyon444e-licensed life for
operation. NUREG-2157 contains the Commission's generic findings on the scope and
magnitude of the environmental impacts of continued storage of spent nuclear fuel as required
by section 102(2) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended.

ef-a-2ra2tr-

The Commi-cion has conc'udad the following,
(1) The analysi• in NUREG 2157 gBenrically addrmss-•
6torageQ Of ADGnt nuc'ear fuelI boyond

the An,-4rnmental impatG Of

the licancod lifG for opeatio Of a reactor;an
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(2)The analysis in NUREBG 2157 supports the determinations that +tis feasible to safely
st.r. spent nuclear Auel fallang
.... the in.d

life for oPr..

Aton of a rFeato to have a mined

goologiG repocitor; within 60 years follewing the lcensed lIfe

forF operation of a mrtaid.

(b) As provided in §§ 51.30(b), 51.53, 51.61, 51.80(b), 51.95, and 51.97(a), and within
the scope of the generic determinations in paragraph (a) of this section, no discussion of
environmental impacts of spent nuclear fuel storage in reactor facility storage pool or an
independent spent fuel storage installations (ISFSI) for the period following the term of the
reactor operating license or amendment, reactor combined license or amendment, or ISFSI
license, renewal, or amendment for which application is made, is required in any environmental
report, environmental impact statement, environmental assessment, or other analysis prepared
in connection with the issuance or amendment of an operating license for a nuclear power
reactor under parts 50 and 54 of this chapter, or issuance or amendment of a combined license
for a nuclear power reactor under parts 52 and 54 of this chapter, or the issuance of a license
for storage of spent nuclear fuel at an ISFSI, or any amendment thereto.

3.

Section 51.61 is revised to read as follows:

§ 51.61 Environmental report--independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) or
monitored retrievable storage installation (MRS) license.
Each applicant for issuance of a license for storage of spent fuel in an independent
spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) or for the storage of spent fuel and high-level radioactive
waste in a monitored retrievable storage installation (MRS) pursuant to part 72 of this chapter
shall submit with its application to: ATTN: Document Control Desk, Director, Office of Nuclear
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Material Safety and Safeguards, a separate document entitled, "Applicant's Environmental
Report--ISFSI License;" or "Applicant's Environmental Report-MRS License," as appropriate.
If the applicant is the U.S. Department of Energy, the environmental report may be in the form of
either an environmental impact statement or an environmental assessment, as appropriate.
The environmental report shall contain the information specified in § 51.45 and shall address
the siting evaluation factors contained in subpart E of part 72 of this chapter. Unless otherwise
required by the Commission, in accordance with the generic determination in § 51.23(a) and the
provisions in § 51.23(b), no discussion of the environmental impact of the storage of spent fuel
at an ISFSI beyond the term of the license or amendment applied for is required in an
environmental report submitted by an applicant for an initial license for storage of spent fuel in
an ISFSI, or any amendment or renewal thereto.

4.

In § 51.80, paragraph (b)(1) is revised to read as follows:

§ 51.80 Draft environmental impact statement--materials license.

(b)(1) Independent spent fuel storage installation(ISFSI). Unless otherwise determined
by the Commission and in accordance with the generic determination in § 51.23(a) and the
provisions of § 51.23(b), a draft environmental impact statement on the issuance of an initial
license for storage of spent fuel at an ISFSI or any amendment thereto, will address
environmental impacts of spent fuel only for the term of the license, amendment, or renewal
applied for.
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5.

In § 51.97, paragraph (a) is revised to read as follows:

§ 51.97 Final environmental impact statement--materials license.
(a) Independent spent fuel storage installation(ISFSI). Unless otherwise determined by
the Commission, and in accordance with the generic determination in § 51.23(a) and the
provisions of § 51.23(b), a final environmental impact statement on the issuance of an initial
license for the storage of spent fuel at an ISFSI or any amendment or renewal thereto, will
address environmental impacts of spent fuel storage only for the term of the license or
amendment applied for.

6.

In appendix B to subpart A of part 51, footnote 7 is being removed from the table

and the "Onsite storage of spent nuclear fuel" issue and "Offsite radiological impacts of spent
nuclear fuel and high-level waste disposal" issue under the "Waste Management" section of
Table B-1 are revised to read as follows:

Appendix B to Subpart A-Environmental Effect of Renewing the Operating License of a
Nuclear Power Plant
Table B-I-Summary of Findings on NEPA Issues for License Renewal of Nuclear Power
Plants'

Issue

Finding 3

Category2
Waste Management
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SMALL. The expected increase in the volume of spent
fuel from an additional 20 years of operation can be
safely accommodated onsite with small environmental
effects through dry or pool storage at all plants, if a
permanent repository or monitored retrievable storage is
not available.
For the high-level waste and spent-fuel disposal
component of the fuel cycle, the EPA established a dose
limit of 15 millirem (0.15 mSv) per year for the first
10,000 years and 100 millirem (1.0 mSv) per year
between 10,000 years and 1 million years for offsite
releases of radionuclides at the proposed repository at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

Onsite storage of
spent nuclear fuel

Offsite radiological
impacts of spent
nuclear fuel and
high-level waste
disposal

1
The Commission concludes that the impacts would not
be sufficiently large to require the NEPA conclusion, for
any plant, that the option of extended operation under
10 CFR Part 54 should be eliminated. Accordingly, while
the Commission has not assigned a single level of
significance for the impacts of spent fuel and high level
waste disposal, this issue is considered Category 1.

(1) The environmental impacts associated with the issue have been determined to apply either
to all plants or, for some issues, to plants having a specific type of cooling system or other
specified plant or site characteristic;
(2) A single significance level (i.e., small, moderate, or large) has been assigned to the impacts
(except for Offsite radiological impacts - collective impacts from other than the disposal of spent
fuel and high-level waste I); and
(3) Mitigation of adverse impacts associated with the issue has been considered in the analysis,
and it has been determined that additional plant-specific mitigation measures are not likely to be
sufficiently beneficial to warrant implementation.
The generic analysis of the issue may be adopted in each plant-specific review.
Category 2: For the issue, the analysis reported in the Generic Environmental Impact Statement
has shown that one or more of the criteria of Category 1 cannot be met, and therefore additional
plant-specific review is required.
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3. The impact findings in this column are based on the definitions of three significance levels.
Unless the significance level is identified as beneficial, the impact is adverse, or in the case of
"small," may be negligible. The definitions of significance follow:
SMALL-For the issue, environmental effects are not detectable or are so minor that they will
neither destabilize nor noticeably alter any important attribute of the resource. For the purposes
of assessing radiological impacts, the Commission has concluded that those impacts that do not
exceed permissible levels in the Commission's regulations are considered small as the term is
used in this table.
MODERATE-For the issue, environmental effects are sufficient to alter noticeably, but not to
destabilize, important attributes of the resource.
LARGE-For the issue, environmental effects are clearly noticeable and are sufficient to
destabilize important attributes of the resource.
For issues where probability is a key consideration (i.e., accident consequences), probability
was a factor in determining significance.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this

day of_

,

2013.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Annette Vietti-Cook,
Secretary of the Commission.
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